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Abstract

The interval number of a graph G, denoted by ¿(G), is the least natural 

number t such that G is the intersection graph of sets, each of which is the 

union of at most t intervals. Here, in the first chapter we settle a conjecture 

of Griggs and West about bounding i(G) in terms of e, that is the number 

of edges in G. Namely, it will be shown that i(G) < [ l / 2y/e ]  +  1. It 

is also observed that the edge bound induces i(G) < \ /3 /2 j (G) +  o(l), 

where 7 (G) is the genus of G.

Most known bounds on i(G) are grossly excessive when G has more 

than half of the possible edges. A plausible remedy is to develop bounds 

on i(G) that are monotone decreasing in G. In Chapter 2, we bound i(G) 

in terms of e(G), the number of edges in the complement of G. We prove 

that i(G) < [ I\/e(G ) ] +  0 (n /  logn).

In Chapter 3 we examine further properties of the interval number of 

graphs. Namely, we characterize some graphs, whose interval number is 

maximal possible for the degree bound, we determine up to a 1/2 factor 

the interval number of split graphs, and we claim that the main reason for 

the unusually high interval number is a “large” induced bipartite graph.

In Chapter 3 we define the game domination number. The game dom

ination number of a (simple, undirected) graph is defined by the following 

game. Two players, A and D , orient the edges of the graph alternately
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until all edges are oriented. Player D starts the game, and his goal is to 

decrease the domination number of the resulting digraph, while A is trying 

to increase it. The game domination number of the graph G, denoted by 

7g(G), is the domination number of the directed graph resulting from this 

game. This is well-defined if we suppose that both players follow their 

optimal strategies.

A dominating set of a digraph G is a set S  of vertices such that for every 

vertex v ^ S  there exists some u e S  with uv e E(G). The domination 

number 7 (G) of G is defined as the cardinality of the smallest dominating 

set.

We define a “domination parameter” of an undirected graph G as the 

domination number of one of its orientations, determined by the follow

ing two player game. Players A and D orient the unoriented edges of 

the graph G alternately with D playing first, until all edges are oriented. 

Player D (frequently called the Dominator) is trying to minimize the dom

ination number of the resulting digraph, while player A (Avoider) tries to 

maximize the domination number. This game gives a unique number de

pending only on G , if we suppose that both A and D play according to 

their optimal strategies. We call this number the game domination number 

of G and denote it by 7g(G).

We determine the game domination number for several classes of graphs 

and provide general inequalities relating it to other graph parameters.

An extremal jump is a discrete step between measures guaranteed in 

certain situations. It has been known for some time that the density of
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a graph jumps; recent work on hereditary graph properties has shown 

that properties with “large” or “small” speeds jump, but it was unknown 

whether there is a clean jump for properties with speed in a middle range. 

In Chapter 5, generalizations of the theorems of Dilworth, Ramsey, and 

Turán’s are applied to answer this in the affirmative. In particular, we 

find a strict lower bound for the penultimate range of the speed hierarchy 

for hereditary properties of graphs.

This dissertation shall examine problems that have their roots in ques

tions about properties and parameters of graphs. Although its origins may 

be humble, each question develops into a deep theory about its subject.

Chapter 1 and 2 is joint work with András Pluhár, Chapter 3 with 

Pascal Ochem and András Pluhár, Chapter 4 and 5 with Béla Bollobás, 

Chapter 4 with Noga Alon and Tamás Szabó, Chapter 5 with David Wein

reich.
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D etailed abstract of the dissertation

The main topics of my dissertation are extremal graph theory, and 

bootstrap percolation.

Extremal graph theory is a classical, well studied part of combinatorics. 

A central question of extremal graph theory concerns the maximum num

ber of edges in a graph (network) on n vertices, containing no subgraph 

isomorphic to a fixed smaller graph. Extremal graph theory was one of 

the favorite research topics of Paul Erdos, and from the 1950s, many of 

the best known graph theorists worked in this area. In the last ten years 

much research has been devoted to global questions concerning induced 

subgraphs, going beyond the study of specific problems. In applications, 

such a question might appear in the following way: how can a computer 

network be built, if certain substructures cannot occur (for example it 

cannot contain five computers with each of the ten pairs connected). A 

property in this sense is a set of possible computer networks, which sat

isfy some restrictions. The size of a graph property is the cardinality of 

graphs in the property. Our goal, which is a living important topic in 

recent mathematical research, was to give estimates for the size of these 

sets. This type of question has suddenly become very important in the 

age of the internet. The significance of our results is that we show for 

some important classes of graph properties that their sizes fall into one of 

a number of narrow ranges.

In the last fifteen years, Erdôs, Frankl, Rôdl, Prômel, Steger, Bollobâs,
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Thomason and many others studied these questions and obtained numer

ous substantial results. With Bollobas and Weinreich, we investigated the 

possible size and structure of a hereditary property, when the possible size 

is not very large, i.e., 2° ^ ,  solving three conjectures of Scheinerman and 

Zito. In particular, we gave a full description of the hereditary properties 

in the range below nn, and we classified all possible sizes. Erdos, Frankl 

and Rodl proved various monotone results for properties having size in the 

higher ranges, and their work was continued by Promel and Steger. These 

results imply that for every monotone property there is a natural number 

k such that the size of the property is 2W 1A+°(1))«2. Further, in a series of 

papers, Promel and Steger showed that the error term can be sharpened 

for some natural properties. Recently, with Bollobas and Simonovits, we 

managed to extend these results to all monotone properties. In particular 

we have given essentially sharp estimates: for all monotone properties, 

there is an integer k and a positive constant c such that the cardinality 

of a property is between 2 1̂- 1/,fcH2) and 2(1- 1/fc)(2)+n2 Our results are 

proved by applying techniques of probabilistic combinatorics, exploiting 

properties of the automorphism groups of graphs and hypergraphs, and 

making use of a number of classical combinatorial theorems including the 

famous Szemeredi’s Regularity Lemma.

As a graduate student in Hungary, I lectured on combinatorics to un

dergraduates. With one of them, Pete, I developed a geometric approach 

to bootstrap percolation which, when used with probabilistic tools, gives 

some of the main results in this area. Bootstrap percolation originated in
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the 1990s in statistical physics and biology, where it was used as a model 

of cellular automata. With our new method, Pete and I could simplify 

the proof of a fundamental result of Aizenman and Lebowitz in finite size 

scaling bootstrap percolation. In Memphis, I continued my work on these 

finite models of bootstrap percolation (which tend to be less amenable to 

standard techniques than the infinite models). The speed of the transi

tion is always an important question, and with Bollobâs we have proved 

the existence of sharp threshold functions. Furthermore, we have given 

good bounds on the threshold function of the bootstrap percolation on 

the hypercube.

I am interested in looking at several questions left open in my dis

sertation on hereditary and monotone graph properties and on bootstrap 

percolation. There is no doubt that the two main areas of my research so 

far, the theory of hereditary graph properties and bootstrap percolation, 

are far from being exhausted and will remain fertile areas for a long time. 

In fact, it is very likely that answering a number of major questions would 

transform our understanding of these fields.
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Chapter 1

A Sharp Edge Bound on the  

Interval Num ber o f a Graph

1.1 Introduction  and R esu lts

The interval number of a graph G, denoted by ¿(G), is the least natural 

number t such that G is the intersection graph of sets, each of which is 

the union of at most t intervals. Here we settle a conjecture of Griggs and 

West about bounding i(G) in terms of e, that is the number of edges in 

G. Namely, it will be shown that i(G) < [ l / 2y/e] + 1. It is also observed 

that the edge bound induces i(G) < \/3 /2 j(G ) + o(l), where 7 (G) is the 

genus of G.

In this chapter we concerned with representing graphs as special in

tersection graphs. That is, we assign a set to each vertex of G so that 

v is adjacent to w if and only if the common part of the assigned sets is
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not empty. A t-interval representation is such an assignment, in which 

each set consists of at most t closed intervals. The interval number of G, 

denoted by i(G), is the least integer t for which a ¿-representation of G 

exists. We need one more definition: a representation is displayed if each 

set of the representation has an open interval, which is disjoint from the 

other sets. Such an interval is called displayed segment.

Several interesting aspects of the interval number had been investigated 

before, here we wish to pursue only one of these in depth. More than 

one and a half decade ago Griggs and West conjectured that i(G) < 

\l/2y/e\ +  1 for any graph G, where e is the number of edges in G. They 

also showed that this would be the best possible because the bound is 

attained for the complete bipartite graphs where m  is a positive

integer. In fact their conjecture can be restated as i(G) < [ l / 2y/e] +  1, 

since the two forms coincide for the previous graphs. In a series of papers 

it was proved that i(G) < [c^/e] + 1  for c =  1, c =  \ /2/2 and c =  2/3, see 

[50], [75] and [60]. The main goal of this paper is to conclude this process 

by showing that the right constant is really c =  1/ 2.

We also mention some connected problems, which are worth further study.

T heorem  1.1. Every graph with e edges has a displayed interval repre

sentation with at most [ \j2sfe  ] +  1 intervals for each vertex.

(In [75] the form i(G) < [T/2(y/e +  \/e -1)] is mentioned, which can 

be a little better than the version of Theorem 1.1 when e is not a square 

of an even integer.)

There is some correspondence between the interval number of a graph G
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and 7 (G), the genus of G. It was shown in [69] that i(G) < [ ^ 3 j (G)] +3. 

As a consequence of Theorem 1.1 this result can be improved:

T heorem  1.2 . For a graph G, i(G) < [ y /3/2j(G ) ] +  4, provided the 

genus is big enough.

1.2 Im portant Lem m as

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on two previous results, which bound 

i(G) in terms of the arboricity and the number of vertices of G, see [69] 

and [49]. However, we need improvements on both, partly in order to 

“smooth out” the subsequent calculations. The arboricity of a graph G, 

denoted by a(G), is the size of the smallest partition of the edge set of G 

into forests. We shall use e(G) and v(G) to designate the number of edges 

and vertices of a graph G , respectively.

Lem m a 1.3. [69] Every graph with e edges has a displayed interval rep

resentation with at most a(G) + 1 intervals for each vertex.

Following the proof of Lemma 1.3 one easily reads out a little more.

Lem m a 1.4. Let us assign pairwise disjoint intervals to each vertex of a 

graph G, and pick a vertex v. Assigning at most a(G) additional intervals 

to a vertex w ^  v and no more to v, we can get a displayed interval 

representation of G.

Another variation of Lemma 1.3 says that the arboricity can be re

placed by the maximal density in G. Although its proof is very similar to 

Lemma 1.3 we shall sketch it for the sake of compactness.
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Lem m a 1.5. A graph G with e edges has a displayed interval representa

tion with at most max ^ HcG\e(H)/ v(H)] + 1 intervals for each vertex.

Now we are ready to prove Lemma 1.5.

Proof. Let

k =  max \e(H)/v(H ) 1 +  1.$^HCG

First we direct the edges of G in such a way that the out-degree of any 

vertex v is not more than k. Indeed, one verifies that the subsets of E(G), 

containing at most one circuit of G, are independent sets of a matroid M. 

(In fact, M  is just the Nash-Williams sum of the circuit matroid of G and 

the uniform matroid Ue>i, where e =  e(G).) According to the formulas of 

Nash-Williams or Edmonds, a matroid M  =  (S ,I)  can be partitioned into 

l independent sets iff l > max0̂ x c s n ^ l / ranM-5Ol (see [58] and [29]). In 

our case this implies that E(G) = E x U ... U Ek, where the edges of £) 

span at most one circuit for < = 1..... k. It suffices to show the edges of 

Ei can be directed such that all out-degrees become at most one. If a 

component, spanned by Ei, contains no circuit, then it must be a tree. 

Pick any vertex v from it and direct all edges of the component towards 

v as a root. When a component does have a circuit, pick v in such a way 

that /  =  (u, v) undirected edge is in this unique circuit. Direct /  from v 

to u, and direct all other edges towards the vertex v.

Having the desired direction of G we assign an interval Iv to each vertex v, 

such that Iv fl Iw =  0 for v ^  w. Furthermore, we assign a small interval 

to x inside Iy for a directed edge (x,y). Doing this we use up at most
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k +  1 intervals per vertex, and represent all edges of G.

Another basic fact what we need is a bound on the interval number by 

the number of vertices.

Theorem  1.6. [49] If a graph G has n > 1 vertices, then i(G) < [1/4(n + 

1)], and this bound is the best possible.

Alas, the representation used in the proof of Theorem 1.6 is not dis

played. On the other hand, as it was first noted in [75], the induc

tion part of the proof would preserve the displayed feature. Further

more, in the basis case only has no displayed ¿-representation, where 

t = [l/4(n  +  1)] =  1. Here we do not wish to pursue the possibilities to 

improve on Theorem 1.6. Instead of this, we simply bypass the problem 

augmenting the previous bound to a level at which the argument of [49] 

could be repeated word by word, and it yields a displayed representation.

Lem m a 1.7. Every graph with n vertices has a displayed interval repre

sentation with at most [1/4(n +  1 +  e)] intervals for each vertex, where 

e > 0.

1.3 P roo f o f T heorem  1.1

The representation of the desired type is made up in two steps. First a 

dense subgraph of G is represented by the means of Lemma 1.7, then an 

appropriate extension is given by the line of Lemma 1.4. We need some 

notations and a new lemma in order to formalize this. If Q is a spanned
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subgraph of G , then G/Q  stands for the contraction of Q in G such that 

the loops are deleted. More specifically G/Q = (V(G /Q ), E(G /Q )), where

V(G/Q) = {V(G) \  V(Q)} U {<?}

and

E(G/Q) = E(G \Q )U {(u ,q )  : V (u, v) e G, u 0 V(Q), v e V(Q)}.

It is very convenient to use the notion of i(G), the displayed interval num

ber of G , which is defined similarly as i(G) except that the representations 

must be displayed (see [9]).

Lem m a 1.8. Let Q be a spanned subgraph of G. Then 

i(G) < max{i(Q), a,(G/ Q) + 1}.

Proof. Let us take a displayed Y£/-rePresentation TZ of Q , then assign 

pairwise disjoint intervals to each v e V (G)\V_(Q), which do not meet with 

the elements of 1Z. By Lemma 1.4, the edges of G/Q  can be represented 

such that at most a(G/Q) new intervals are used for a vertex v G V(G) \  

V(Q), and no new interval for q. Consequently the set E(G) \  E(Q ) 

can also be represented this way, since the representation 1Z is displayed. 

(One can put a small interval, assigned to v, into the displayed segment 

of the interval corresponds to u in 7Z, if u G V(Q), v G V(G) \  V(Q) and 

(u, v) G E(G).) I

Let us set k = \ 1/ 2\/e(G) ], and let Q be a maximal subgraph of G 

such that e(Q)/v(Q) > k — 1/ 2. If Q = 0, i.e. the maximal density of G
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is less than k, then Lemma 1.5 implies Theorem 1.1, so we may assume 

that Q 7̂  0. Because of the maximality of Q, e(H )/v(H ) < k — 1/2 for 

every H  C G/Q. On the other hand e(H )/(v(H ) — 1) < k also holds. In 

fact, if q e H, e(H )/(v(H) — 1) > k would contradict the maximality of 

Q. If q 0 if, then e(H )/(v(H) — 1) > k would imply v(H) > 2k, since 

1/2(v(H) — l)v(H) > e(H). With this we have

v (H )~  1 v (H )v (H )~  1 1 2){ 2k}

In other words a(G/Q) < A: = | 1/ 2^/e{G)]. Finally, we need to estimate 

i(Q) in order to conclude the proof by Lemma 1.8. This is done by using 

Lemma 1.7.

HQ) < I■!(»«) + 1 + 6)1 < r^(/z^2 + 1 + <01 <

< ^ ^ )  + 5 ^ p 5 T ^  + i + £ i s  r i \A ( G ) i  + i,

provided that e(G) > 9. One can also see that there are displayed 

([ 1/ 2\/e(G) ] +  l)-representations for Q , if e(G) < 9 . |

1.4 A n A pplication  and R em arks

There are several ways to get Theorem 1.2 by the application of the tools, 

developed in this paper. Now we reduce it to Theorem 1.1.

Proof. We may assume that all vertex of G has degree at least \/3 /2 j(G ). 

(An analogous idea appears in [75], since working with displayed represen

tations all edges incident to a low-degree vertex v can be represented by
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intervals all assigned to v.) For the easier notations, let us use n, e and 7 

instead of v(G), e(G) and 7 (G) for the rest. It follows from our assumption 

that n \J 3/27  < 2e. On the other hand, Euler’s formula implies

3n +  67 — 6 > e.

Plugging the estimation for n into this, we get

6e
\/3727

+ 67 — 6 > e,

which gives

67 + > e,

if 7 is big enough. By Theorem 1.1

i(G) < r  +  1  <  r  ^ 6 7 + 3 0 ^ 1  +  1  <  r  7 / 3 / 2 7 1 + 4 ,

and we are done.

Since j (K n) = [1/ 12(n — 3)(n — 4)], one cannot get essentially better 

result by using Theorem 1.1 alone. However, we believe that the right 

constant is one.

C onjecture 1.9. Every graph with 7 genus has a displayed interval rep

resentation with at most [ y /j  ] +  3 intervals for each vertex.

One may get closer to this by taking into account that the interval 

number is not a monotone function. We can formulate another conjecture 

along this line which looks interesting in its own right. Let us recall that 

G is the complement of a graph G and e(G) is the number of edges in G.
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C onjecture 1.10. Every graph G has a displayed interval representation 

with at most [ l/2y4 (G ) ] +  1 intervals for each vertex.

In fact Conjecture 1.10 and Lemma 1.5 would imply Theorem 1.1. 

Furthermore Theorem 1.1 and Conjecture 1.10 immediately give almost 

the same bound as Theorem 1.6, which makes our claim very desirable, 

and probably hard. There are non-trivial graph classes for which Conjec

ture 1.10 is proved, but not much is known in the general case.
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Chapter 2

The Interval Num ber of Dense 

Graphs

2.1 Introduction

The interval number of a graph G, denoted by ¿(G), is the least natural 

number t such that G is the intersection graph of sets, each of which is the 

union of at most t closed intervals. Most known bounds on i(G) are grossly 

excessive when G has more than half of the possible edges. A plausible 

remedy is to develop bounds on i(G) that are monotone decreasing in 

G. Here we bound i(G) in terms of e(G), the number of edges in the 

complement of G. We prove that i(G) < [ |\ /e (G ) ] +  0 (n /logn).

In this chapter we study special intersection representations of graphs. 

Let us recall the definitions and the main results from the previous chap

ter. We assign a set to each vertex of G so that v is adjacent to w if
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and only if the assigned set intersect. A t-interval representation is such 

an assignment in which each set consists of the union at most t closed 

intervals. The interval number of G, denoted by i(G), is the least integer t 

such that a t-representation of G exists. A t-interval representation is dis

played if the set assigned to each vertex contains an open interval (called 

a displayed segment) that is disjoint from the other assigned sets. Vari

ous aspects of the interval number have been studied. Sharp bounds are 

known in terms of the number of vertices (v(G)), number of edges (e(G)), 

the maximum degree (A(G)), and the maximum density of a graph. The 

maximum density is defined as p(G) = m&xHcG e(H)/v(H).

Theorem  2 .1. [50] i(G) < [(A(G) +  l ) / 2] .

Theorem  2 .2 . [49] i(G) < [(t>(G) +  l)/4 ].

Theorem  2.3. [15] Every graph G has a displayed t-interval representa

tion with t < r |\/e (G )] + I-

Theorem  2.4. [67, 15] Every graph G has a displayed t-interval repre

sentation with t < [p(G)] +  1. Moreover, G has an orientation in which 

the maximum outdegree is no more than [p(G)].

These bounds are attained for the complete bipartite graph if2m,2m 

with m  a positive integer. (See [50] and [79] for i(K mjm) = \(m  +  l)/2].)

The message of all these bounds is that when a graph is sparse, its 

interval number is small. However, the interval number of a dense graph 

is not necessarily large; in particular i(Kn) =  1. A bound for very special
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graphs was proved in [79]: i(T) < 3 when T  is a tree. Several bounds in 

terms of the complement should be investigated.

C onjecture 2.5. [15] i(G) < |  \\/e(G)} + 1.

This bound would be sharp, since it is attained for the complete bipar

tite graph K 2m,2m and for the graph obtained by adding an edge from each 

vertex of jFi2m!2m to each vertex of a clique of order t. These are the only 

extremal graphs known so far. Note that Conjecture 2.5 and Theorem 2.3 

would essentially imply Theorem 1.6.

Here we take a step toward settling Conjecture 2.5. As a byproduct, 

we also obtain upper bounds in terms of A(G).

T heorem  2.6. i(G) < [ | \/e(G) ] +  (3/2 +  o(l))n/logn.

T heorem  2.7. i(G) < [(A(G) +  l ) / 2] +  2«/(¿(OH1).

T heorem  2.8. i(G) < A(G) +  |x(G ) +  1, where x  denotes the chromatic 

number.

Corollary 2.9. i(G) < |(A(G ) +  1).

Perhaps every bounds in terms of density has an analogue in terms of 

the complement.

C onjecture 2 .10. i(G) < [|(A(G) +  1)] and i(G) < [p(G)j +  1.

2.2 Proofs o f th e  R esu lts

It is costumary in this subject to speak of assigning individual intervals to 

a vertex instead of assigning the set that is their union. In our represen
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tations, we first establish disjoint displayed intervals in a unused portion 

of the line, assigning one to each vertex. We refer to these intervals as 

the basic intervals. Often we will represent an edge uv by assigning a 

small interval for u in the interior of the basic interval for v. This adds an 

interval for u to the representation, but does not alter the set assigned to 

v.

O bservation 0: Given basic intervals for V(G) and an orientation of a 

subgraph of G, one can represent the oriented edges using at most d+{x) 

additional intervals for each vertex x.

Proof. For each oriented edge xy , we assign a small interval for x within 

the basic interval for y. (This technique first appeared in [67], although it 

was observed earlier by Trotter.) I

We next consider optimal proper colorings of G. With every proper 

coloring of G with x(G) colors, we associate a x(G)-dimensional vector in 

which the components are the sizes of the color classes. A lexicographically 

minimal coloring of G is a proper coloring with x(G) colors for which the 

vector of sizes is lexicographically minimal. Within a lexicographically 

minimal coloring, let Ci, c2, c3 count the color classes with one element, two 

element, or at least three elements, respectively; these are the parameters 

of the coloring.

Lem m a 2 .11. For a lexicographically minimal coloring of G with param

eters Ci, c2, c3,
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Proof. In a lexicographically minimal coloring, every vertex has neigh

bor in each color class that is at least as big as its own; otherwise, its color 

can be changed to that of the larger class to improve the size vector. The 

expression claimed is the result of summing these requirements. |

We shall partition the edge set of G and represent the edges in these 

classes separately, almost independently. First we consider the part of G 

that is induced by the color classes of size at most two in a lexicographically 

minimal coloring of G.

Lem m a 2 .12 . Given basic intervals, one can represent the subgraph H of 

G induced by the vertices in color classes of size at most two in a lexico

graphically minimal coloring of G using at most p = additional

intervals per vertex.

Proof. First we show that /:>( i f ) < p for all II\ C II. Let d\ < c± 

be the number of one-element classes in H  that lie in H\ . Let d2 < C2 

be the number of two-element classes in H  that contribute at least one 

vertex to Hi, with l of them contributing exactly one vertex and d2 — l 

contributing both. Lexicographic minimality of the coloring implies that 

a vertex from one of the incomplete classes in Hi cannot be connected by 

two edges in G to one of the complete classes. Similarly, the number of 

edges induced by the union of the complete 2-element classes is at most 

2 (d22-1) +  (d2 — l) = (d2 — l)2. Now we can bound e(Hi), much like in the 

proof of Lemma 2.11. We compute
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e(Hi) < Idi + d±(d2 — l) + l(d2 — l) + (d2 — l)2 = d±d2 + (d2 — l)d2 =

d2(di+d2—l) < d2(di+2d2—l) , = (di+2(d2—l)+l) ! 0 ,  ̂ < v(Hi)p-

That is \p(H)] < p, so Theorem 2.4 implies Lemma 2.12. |

Scheinerman [69] introduced a generalization of the displayed represen

tation method. Consider a clique-partition of the vertices of a graph G.

View cliques as vertex sets. For each clique Q in the partition, establish 

2^1 disjoint intervals in an unused portion of the line. For each subset of 

Q , assign the corresponding interval to each member of that subset.

This generalized displayed representation increases the number of in

tervals used x by 2fc_1, where k is the size of the clique containing x. 

Given such a system, we can represent the edges between the cliques P  

and Q cheaply; for a vertex x G P  we just use a small interval within the 

system of identical intervals for the neighborhood of x in Q. This way of 

representing all edges of a (P, Q) pair uses one interval for each vertex of 

P  and none for Q; we call this method a Scheinerman representation.

Lem m a 2.13. I f  k is the maximum size of a color class in a lexicograph

ically minimal coloring of G with parameters c±, c2, c$, then

¿(G) < C2(Cj +  c2) 
Ci +  2 e2

(Cl +  C2) +  (Cl +  C2)C3 + C3 -------------- +  2fc_1 +  3.
Cl +  c2 +  c3

Proof. The color classes in the coloring of G yield a clique partition of G. 

We establish generalized displayed representations for the cliques with at
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least three vertices. The main problem is how to choose the ordered pairs 

of cliques for representation of edges between them in the Scheinerman 

representation.

If we process an ordered pair (P, Q), then we need not process the pair 

(Q, P ). Also, nothing needs to be done for pairs of cliques that both have 

size at most 2; using Lemma 2.12, these edges are being represented in H  

using p intervals per vertex. We aim to orient the (ci +  02)03 +  (c| )  leftover 

pairs so that each clique appears first not too often. We start the count 

at zero for a clique of size at least three and p for a clique of size at most 

two.

In effect, consider the graph J  that is the join of K c?t with Ci+o2 vertices 

that are independent of each other but each incident to p loops. We orient 

J  to minimize the maximum outdegree, so that each vertex has essentially 

the average outdegree. (Since p < c2, the average exceeds p, so one can see 

that \p(J)j < e(J)/v(J). Then the second part of Theorem 2.4 applies.)

This orientation yields the claimed formula. We wrote a +3 to ignore 

the ceiling on p and p, and account for the basic intervals for small cliques 

in case there are no large cliques. The 2fc_1 intervals in the generalized 

displayed representation of large cliques can include the basic intervals for 

those vertices. I

Lem m a 2.14. I f k is the maximum size of a clique in a lexicographically 

minimal coloring of G, then i(G) < + 2fc_1 +  4.

Proof. We compare the key quantity in Lemma 2.13 with the number
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of edges in G. Let

/ £ ii£ l± £ 2)(Cl + C2) + (Cl + C2)C 3+ ^
Ci +  '('■> \  l Cl +  C2 +  C3

1

Observe that

2c2(ci +  c2)2
Ci +  2e2

(Cl +  c2)2
Ci(ci +  c2)2 

Ci +  2c2

Thus

2/ = [ 2c2(c. + ^ + 2(c i + C2)C3 +  c1_ C3
Ci +  ¿C2

(ci +  c2)2 +  2 d c 3 +  2c2c3 +  C3 - Cl^Cl +

Cl +  c2 +  c3
<

Ci +  2e2 /  Ci +  c2 +  e3

Ci +  c2 +  c3 Ci(ci + c 2)5
(ci +  c2 +  c3)(ci +  2c2) '

To obtain an useful bound on (2 /)2, we need to show that

2ci(ci +  e2)2 e?(ci +  c2)4
< Ci(ci + c 2).Cl +  2c2 (Cl +  c2 +  c3)2(ci +  2c2)2 

To this end it suffices to consider c3 =  0, get rid of fractions, and

compare terms. As a result,

(2f f  < (ci +  c2 +  c3)2 -  ci(ci +  e2).

Rearranging the bound on e(G) from Lemma 2.11 yields

e(G) > (ci +  c2 +  c3)2 ci(ci +  c2) +  -  (ci — c3)2
1
2

(ci +  2c2 +  c3).
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It is easy to check by Lemma 2.11 that c± + 2c2 +  c3 < 3\Je(G). From 

here we obtain

(2f f  < e{G) +  ^ \fe { 0 )  < e(G) + 2^ { G )  + 1,

and thus 2/  < 1 — \Je(G). The result now follows from Lemma 2.13.|

When k is large, this bound is not very good; what can we do with the 

large cliques? We cut them into small pieces to obtain the main theorem. 

Hence, we are ready to prove Theorem 2.6.

Proof. If the size of a color class in the lexicographically minimal color

ing of G exceeds s, a value to be chosen later, then we cut it into sets of 

sizes between s f  2 and s. This yields at most 2n /s  new sets; we consider 

one piece from each color class to be an old set. Let G' be the graph 

induced by the small classes and the old pieces. Representing it as in 

Lemma 2.13 uses at most | \Je(G) +  2s-1 +  3 intervals per vertex.

There are at most 2n /s  new pieces; we apply the Scheinerman rep

resentation. We establish generalized displayed representations for the 

cliques that are the new pieces. We represent the edges between old and 

new pieces using at most 2n /s  additional intervals for each vertex in an 

old piece, and we represent the edges between new pieces using at most 

n /s  additional intervals for each vertex in a new piece. This yields

i(G) < \ s f ( G ) Jr r - 1 +  2 +  2n/s,

which implies Theorem 2.6 by setting s = (log n—log log n —log log log n)/  log 2.|
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T heorem  2.15. [51] If G is an n-vertex graph with A (G) less than an 

integer l, then V(G) can be partitioned into l independent sets whose size 

differ by at most 1.

Theorem 2.7 follows from Theorem 2.15:

Proof. Applying the method of Theorem 2.6 to a coloring of G, de

scribed in Theorem 2.15, yields Theorem 2.7. I

Similarly, we can prove Theorem 2.8.

Proof. An optimal coloring of G yields a partition of V(G) into x(G) 

cliques in G. We represent each clique using one interval per vertex.

In order to represent the edges from a vertex a; to a clique Q. we can 

place a small interval for x into the clique for Q and cut a hole in the 

intervals for each vertex of Q that is not adjacent to x. When we do this 

with many vertices, the interval for a vertex z £ Q breaks into at most 

A(G) parts.

As usual, we distribute the ordered pairs of cliques uniformly, so that 

we insert an interval for vertex x into at most |x(G ) other cliques. This 

gives the claimed bound. I

Now we can easily prove Corollary 2.9:

Proof. We need to show that i(G) < |(A(G) +  1). This immediately 

follows from Theorem 2.8, since x(G) < A(G) +  1. |
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Chapter 3

Further results on the Interval 

Num ber of a Graph

The interval number of a graph G is the least natural number t such 

that G is the intersection graph of sets, each of which is the union of at 

most t intervals, denoted by i(G). Griggs and West showed that i(G) < 

[ |  (d+  1)]. We describe the extremal graphs of that inequality when d 

is even. For three special perfect graph classes we give bounds on the 

interval number in terms of the independence number. Finally we show 

that a graph needs to contain complete bipartite subgraphs in order to 

have interval number larger than the random graph on the same number 

of vertices.
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3.1 Introduction

One way is to represent a graph G is the intersection representation. That 

is, one assigns a set to each vertex of G such that v is adjacent to w if 

and only if their assigned sets meet. A t-interval representation is an 

assignment, where each set consists of at most t closed intervals. The 

interval number of G , denoted by ¿(G), is the least integer t for which a 

¿-representation of G exists.

Furthermore a representation is displayed if each set of the representa

tion has an open interval disjoint from the other sets. Such an interval is 

called displayed segment.

3.1.1 The Degree Bound

T heorem  3.1. [50] If G is a graph with maximum degree d, then i(G) <

m+i)i-
This upper bound is sharp, because for a triangle-free graph G one also 

has the lower bound i(G) > [(e(G) +  l)/t>(G)] (see also in [50]). Thus 

the equality is attained for example the d-regular, triangle-free graphs. 

The original proof of Theorem 3.1 was greatly simplified in [82] and [60]. 

However, the following statement of [60] turned out to be false.

T heorem  3.2. [60] If a graph G has no d-regular, K s-free component, 

then i(G) < .

In the next section give a counterexample that helps to understand 

the following definitions. First of all, let us call a graph G even if all its
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degrees are even. An even cut of G means the following operation.

We select a vertex x such that the remaining vertices of G can be 

divided into sets A and B , and

• there are no edges between A and B,

• the degree of a; in A is even (of course the same holds for the degree 

of x in B).

Then we double the vertex x, (making vertices x and x') and consider 

two disjoint graphs; one is induced by the vertex set A U {x }, while the 

other by the set B  U {x1}. We call the graphs arising by the repeated 

execution of this operation an even decomposition of G, and i  as a pivot 

vertex of the cut.

A connected graph H  is rich if it contains such a triangle TH that after 

deleting the edges of TH the remaining graph has at most two non-trivial 

components. (A non-trivial component consist of at least two vertices; 

here, because of the nature of decomposition it consists of at least three 

vertices.)

Note that the triangle TH is not necessarily unique, but it does not 

make any difference for us.

Finally for an even graph G a rich decomposition is such a decompo

sition in which the arising components (blocks) are all rich. With these 

notions we can spell out the correct characterization of extremal graphs.

T heorem  3.3. Let G be a connected graph of maximal degree d = 2k.
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Then G has a k-interval representation if and only if either G is not 2k- 

regular or G has a rich decomposition.

3.1.2 Perfect Graphs and Forbidden Subgraphs

Most of the classical results on the interval number were upper bounds 

for a general graph G, in terms of some monotone increasing functions 

of G. (See for example [50], [15], [69] and [71].) It is also possible to 

derive bounds which are better for denser graphs. See in [16] that i(G) < 

\\Je(G )/2] +  o(n), where e(G) and n are the number of edges in the 

complement of G and the size of vertex set of G, respectively.

Another interesting direction is to consider the interval number of per

fect graphs. We refer to [48] as a vast collection of facts on perfect graphs, 

but also try to spell out the used facts on those.

A graph G is triangulated or chordal if for n > 4 it does not contain 

an induced Cn. a circuit of length n. A special case of chordal graphs are 

the split graphs, for which the set of vertices can be partitioned in such a 

way that one class is an independent set, while the other is a clique.

G is a comparability graph if there is a partial order T  on its vertices 

such that an edge (w, v) e E(G) iff u and v is comparable by V. Finally 

u)(G) and a(G) stands for the clique number of G and the independence 

number of G , respectively.

It was shown in [9] that i(G) < \u>(G)/2] +  1 for a chordal graph 

G. An even better result can be found in [68], stating i(G) < (1 + 

o(l))w(G)/  log2 üj(G). The following results have the similar flavor stating
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bounds on the interval number for perfect graphs such that the denser the 

graph the smaller the bound.

T heorem  3.4. I f G is a chordal graph, then i(G) < \a(G )/2],

Theorem  3.5. I f G is a split graph, theni(G) < (l+o(l))a(G )/log2 a(G), 

and there is a sequence of split graphs Gk such that a(Gk) = k and 

i(Gk) > (1/2 +  o(l))k / log2 k, where k goes to infinity.

Theorem  3.6. I f G is a comparability graph, then i(G) < a(G).

Trotter and Harary showed that for the complete bipartite graph K m>n 

holds the equality i(Km!7l) = \(mn + l) /(m  +  n)]. For complete multipar

tite graphs (see [52]), one have i(K nijU2j_) < i(KnijTl2) + 1 with equality 

for certain values, where rq > «2 > ... One checks that in both cases 

i(G) =  [(o(G) +  l ) / 2] .

Note that K mjn and the complete multipartite graphs are comparability 

graphs. We believe a common generalization of these results, that is

C onjecture 3.T. I f G is a comparability graph, then i(G) < [(«((?) +

1) /21-

Practically all known perfect graph classes can be characterized by 

forbidden induced subgraphs [48].

One may ask, what is the reason of high interval number in terms of 

induced subgraphs? For the random graph Gn> 1/2 the equality i{Gn> 1/2) = 

(1/2 +  o(l))n/log2 n holds almost surely [69]. If G contains the complete 

bipartite graph Kk,k as an induced subgraph, then i(G) > \(k + l ) / 2].
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The following result roughly states that the big induced complete bipartite 

graphs are responsible for the unusually high interval number.

T heorem  3.8. Let k be a positive integer. I f a graph G does not contain 

K^k as an induced subgraph, then i(G) < (1 +  o(l))n / log2 n.

R em ark. We do not know matching lower bound here. Standard use of 

the probabilistic method (see e. g. [40]) shows the existence of a bipartite 

A',..,.-free graph G which has 2n vertices and r?^2!r edges. Applying the 

formula i(G) > [(e(G) +  l)/t>(G)] to G, which is triangle-free of course, 

we get that i(G) = Vt(nl^2lr).

3.2 C ounterexam ples to  T heorem  3.2

To construct a minimal counterexample G for Theorem 3.2, we need copies 

of triangle-free graphs H  and Q. Except for one special vertex, all vertices 

are of degree six in both H  and Q. The special vertex is of degree four in 

H , and of degree two in Q. Let us take a graph on five vertices hi, h2, hs, 

hi and q such that q is connected to all the others, h± is connected to h2 

and /i3 is connected to /14. To build up G , we take four disjoint copies of 

H  and one copy of Q , and identify their special vertices (one-to-one) with 

hi, i = 1, • • • , 4 and q, respectively.

The interval number of the resulting graph is more than 3; since the 

proof is rather straightforward we give only a sketch. (See a similar argu

ment in [50].) So let us suppose on contrary that G has a 3-representation. 

Consider the intervals assigned a copy of H  (or Q) in that representation;
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it is easy to see that it must start and end with intervals assigned to the 

special vertex, and exactly three intervals were used up for every vertex.

Now one can check that at least four intervals for q are needed to 

represent the leftover edges.

R em ark. This example led to the right formulation of Theorem 3.3, 

namely the need of the notion of rich decompositions. The first coun

terexample to Theorem 3.2 was the following. Take three disjoint copies 

of a triangle-free graph if, such that there is a vertex h E v(H) of degree 

2, while all the other vertices are of degree 4. Then connect the special 

vertices to each other. Now one easily verifies that for the resulting graph 

G, i(G) = 3.

3.3 Proofs

For the sake of completeness we repeat the proof of Theorem 3.1 and the 

first part that of Theorem 3.2 given in [60]. Note, that the statement of 

Theorem 3.1 has been slightly rephrased in order to make its connection 

to Lemma 3.10 more apparent.

Theorem  3.9 (modified version of T heorem  3.1). There is a dis

played interval representation for the graph G such that at most [(d(v) + 

l ) / 2] intervals are assigned to each vertex v, where d(v) designates the 

degree of the vertex v.
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3.3.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1

A walk W  in G is a sequence of vertices W  = {vi,v2 such that 

there is an edge between Vi and ni+i for each i = 1, 2,...,/ — 1, and all 

these edges are different from each other. Let us partition the edges of G 

into minimal number of edge disjoint walks { 1 1 Now represent the 

walk Wi = (*4 ,^2, for 1 < « < j , assigning an I* interval to the

vertex w* such that two intervals meet if and only if the corresponding 

vertices are next to each other in the walk W*.

This procedure leads to a displayed interval representation of G. Since 

a vertex v can be an endvertex of the walks at most two times, if v is 

represented by l intervals, then d(v) > 2(1 — 2) +  2 =  21 — 2. Hence

\-(d(v) + 1)] > f - ( 2/ -  2 +  1)] =  [ / - - ] =  /.

□

3.3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.3

First we show that if a connected graph G has maximum degree 2k and 

i(G) = k + 1, then G must be 2&-regular.

Let G be a graph with i(G) =  k +  1 and maximal degree 2k. Let us 

choose among all partitions of the edge set into a minimum number of 

edge disjoint walks a partition {Wi}\=l which also minimizes the size of 

the set Q of vertices occurring k + 1 times in the walks {IF,}; The 

representation is the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

If Q = 0. we are done. For an x £ Q there exists a p e  (1,..., j}  such
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that x = vp, x = vp^  and x 0 Wi for all l ^  p. The last statement follows 

from the minimality of j ,  since in case of x = vls e Wi we could replace 

the walks Wp and Wi by the walk

=  (vl  vl  •••> vl  vl  •••> vpn{pVvls+v ..., vln{l)).

For any vertex y =  vp ^  x from Wp, we can transform the walk Wp into 

the walk

W * — (vp vp vp vp vp vp)v v p —  \ v s i  y s - D  •••> y l ’ y„ ( p ) - p  Vn ( p ) - 2 ’ •••’ Vs J -

That is, by the minimality of Q, y occurs in the walks {Wi}i^p U {W*} 

k +  1 times. Then again, all neighbors of y are in Wp. That is the vertex 

set of Wp is a 2k—regular component of G. But G is connected, so in fact 

G itself is 2&-regular.

In order to finish the proof of Theorem 3.3, we need to show that 

for a 2&-regular graph G the assumptions i(G) < k and G has a rich 

decomposition are equivalent. This is done by the following lemma.

Lem m a 3.10. I f G is an even graph, then there is a interval representa

tion of G assigning at most d(v) / 2  intervals to each vertex v if and only 

if G has a rich decomposition.

3.3.2 .1 P ro o f of Lem m a 3.10

First we assume that G has rich decomposition. It is enough to prove 

Lemma 3.10 for the blocks of the rich decomposition of G, since putting 

together their representation we get the stated representation for G.
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Having a rich component if, we can represent the edges of the trian

gle Th by using three overlapping intervals, one for each vertices of Th - 

However, it is crucial to put such two intervals to the two sides of that 

sub-representation which would fall into different non-trivial components 

after deleting the edges of Th . Now to represent the non-trivial compo

nents of H \T h , we use the ideas of Theorem 3.1. Since such a component 

is an even graph, it has an Eulerian circuit. We make a walk out of that 

circuit by starting it and finishing it with a vertex of TH. Then we repre

sent these (at most two) walks, and identify one of their end interval with 

the appropriate interval representing Th -

To prove the other direction, we assume that G is connected and that 

G has an above mentioned representation. Then there is a point which 

is the element of at least three intervals. (Imagine that we draw the 

intervals one by one. If there is no such a point, then every new interval 

may represent at most two units of the degree sum of G (or with other 

words, at most one edge). But the first drawn interval does not represent 

any edges, which gives the claim.) We may also assume that G does not 

contain K\ \  e, i. e. a clique minus an edge on four vertices, since then G 

would be itself a rich component.

Let us scan the representation from the left, and stop at the first point 

where three intervals meet. This corresponds to a TG triangle of G. If 

the deletion of the edges of TG leaves one or two connected non-trivial 

component, then we are ready or we can proceed by induction. Indeed, 

in the second case one of the components contains exactly one vertex of
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Tg , and this vertex is suits to be a pivot vertex for an even cut. (Note 

that after executing an even cut operation, there must be triangles in each 

non-trivial components.)

In case of three non-trivial components, because of our previous as

sumptions, there are two possible arrangements for the intervals around 

the ones representing TG.

2 ___ 4_
3 ___ 2_

1 4  5 1 3  5

In the first case the vertices {1, 2, 5}, {3} and {4} are in different 

components, while in the second the {1, 2}, {3} and {4, 5} are. In either 

cases the vertex 3 can be a pivot for a cut, and we can finish the proof of 

the statement by induction. □

One applies Lemma 3.10 to a 2&-regular graph G, and gets Theo

rem 3.3. □

R em ark. Lemma 3.10 holds for general simple graphs; one just have to 

write \d{v)f2] instead of d(v) / 2 in the statement. The way of proof is 

standard: join a new vertex x to G, and connect it to all vertices of odd 

degree.

3.3.3 An application

It was shown in [71] that i(G) < 3 for any planar graph G. By the help 

of Theorem 3.3 we can point out an interesting special case.
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T heorem  3.11. Let G be a planar graph with maximal degree at most 4. 

Then i(G) < 2.

P ro o f of T heorem  3.11. One can assume that G is connected. If G is 

not 4-regular, then we are ready by Theorem 3.3, that is at the rest of the 

proof we can assume that G is 4-regular.

Since G is planar, the Euler formula n(G) +  1(G) =  e(G) + 2 holds, 

where n(G), 1(G) and e(G) are the number of vertices, domains and edges, 

respectively. G must contain a triangle, since otherwise the Euler formula 

would give that 2n(G) > e(G) + 6, while the 4-regularity implies that 

2n(G) = e(G). Our aim is to show that G has rich decomposition. Let 

us assume that the deletion of the edges of any triangle leads to exactly 

three non-trivial components. The numbers of vertices in the non-trivial 

components vary, let T  be a triangle such that one of these components, 

say if, is the smallest possible.

Of course 2n(H) > e(H) + 6, since H  is planar and H  cannot contain 

a triangle. On the other hand one vertex of H  has degree 2, all the 

others have degree 4, giving us the equality 2n(H) =  e(G) + 1, which 

is a contradiction. It means that there must be a triangle such that the 

deletion of its edges results in less than three non-trivial components, and 

now Theorem 3.3 implies our claim. □
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3.4 P roo f o f T heorem  3.4

First we prove a slightly stronger lemma. For a graph G let x(G) be the 

chromatic number of G, that is the smallest number k such that the vertex 

set of G can be partitioned into k independent sets.

Lem m a 3.12. I f G is an induced C^-free graph, then i(G) < [x(G)/2],

P ro o f of Lem m a 3.12. The idea of the proof is to partition the vertex set 

of G into x(G) cliques, then represent the edges in the cliques and among 

the cliques. Let C\ and C2 be two arbitrary cliques of that partition. 

Then the vertices of Ci = can be ordered in such a way that

N 2(x i) D N2 (x2) D ... D N2(xi), where N2(x) denotes the vertices of 

C2 neighboring to x, since G is CVfree. To represent the edges in and 

between C\ and C2 we need to draw two piles of intervals containing only 

one interval per vertex.

X i  C l C2 y 5
£ 2 V 4
£ 3 2/3
T i V 2
X 5 y  1

Of course we can use both ends of these intervals (the left ends of those 

assigned to C\ and the right ends of those assigned to C2). One can think 

of this as a generalization of the proof of Theorem 3.1, where the “degree” 

of each clique is not more than x(G) — 1. That is in the worst case we 

need to use up at most [x(G)/2] piles, and therefore the same number of 

intervals per vertex. □
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To finish the proof of Theorem 3.4, we recall some basic facts about 

perfect graphs, see the details in [48]. Chordal and comparability graphs 

are perfect. A graph G is perfect iff for every induced subgraph H  C  G it 

holds that uj(H) = x(H)- The complement of a perfect graph is perfect 

(this is the celebrated Perfect Graph Theorem).

A chordal graph G is induced CVfree. and since it is perfect we have 

x(G) =  a(G) and Lemma 3.12 applies, giving Theorem 3.4. □

3.5 P roo f o f T heorem  3.5

For any k positive integer, we define the universal split graph Gk-

The vertex set of Gk is indexed by the numbers {1, ...,&} =  A , and 

the non-empty subsets of {1, There are no edges inside A , while

V(Gk) \  A is a clique. Furthermore a vertex i <E A is connected to a 

vertex indexed by S  C  A if and only if i E S. A graph H  is essential if 

N(x) ^  N(y) for x ^  y e V(H). Gk contains every connected essential 

split graph H  of independence number k as an induced subgraph, and 

also a(Gk) = k. To conclude the proof it is enough to show that (1/2 — 

o(l))k/log2k < i(Gk) < (1 +  o(l))&/log2 k. (If a split graph H  is not 

essential, then we may represent the biggest induced essential subgraph 

H* of it, and take a copy of the intervals of x e V(H*) for a y 0 V(H*) 

if N(x) = N(y).)

First we show that i(Gk) > (1/2 — o(l))k f log2 k. Without loss of 

generality we may assume that in a t-representation of Gk there are exactly
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t intervals corresponding to each vertex of A, and all of those intervals 

degenerated, that is those are single points of the line, which set is denoted 

by A.

Clearly, |A| =  kt. Let Ix be the set of intervals representing vertex x. 

If a; 0 A, then A  (1 Ix consists of at most t consecutive segments of A. 

This means, the number of such sets is not more than J2t=i ^or

vertices x ^  y we have A  Pi Ix ^  A  f~l Iy implying the inequality

Applying the inequality (“) < (ea/b)b it reduces to t > ( l /2 —o(l))k/log2 k. 

Note, that a very similar argument is used in [68]. It is essential that G 

is induced CVfree, since i(G*) = Q(k/logk), where G* is the same as G, 

except that A is a clique in it.

For the upper bound let us divide A into blocks of size t = log2 k — 

log2 log2 k. Then for each subset of a block we secure an unused part of the 

line, and place small disjoint intervals for each element of the subset. This 

way we use up not more than 2* < k/{2\og2 k) intervals per vertex. To 

represent the edges between A and a vertex x of the clique on V{Gu) \  A, 

we use one interval per blocks, putting a long interval under the intervals 

corresponding to the subset A f~l N(x). Finally we represent the edges 

of the clique by one interval per vertex. Since this procedure needs only 

max(24, k/t) + 1 intervals per vertex, we are ready. □
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3.6 P roo f o f T heorem  3.6

Indeed the proof closely follows those of Theorem 3.4, and of the following 

lemma.

Lem m a 3.13. Let us suppose that a graph G can be partitioned into k 

cliques such that the subgraphs induced by any two of those cliques are 

comparability graphs. Then i(G) < k.

P ro o f of Lem m a 3.13. We imitate the proof of Lemma 3.12. However, 

the structure of the neighborhoods is more complicated here. Still, the 

vertices of a Ci = aq, can be ordered. (It is a clique, so the partial 

order assumed is in fact a linear order.) Now N2 (x) = Nf-(x) U N ^ x ) ,  

where (x) is the set of those vertices in C2 that are smaller than x in 

the partial order of the induced subgraph, while Nf* (x) is the subset of C2 

consisting of the vertices bigger than x. It is easy to see that

2(xi ) D N^ ( x2) D ... D N ^(xi) and N f  2(xi) C  N £(x2) C  ... C  N f( x t).

We may represent only one type of those neighborhoods by drawing 

two piles, although the free ends of the piles are re-usable again. Taking 

this, and the previous considerations into account, we get Lemma 3.13. □

Lemma 3.13 implies Theorem 3.6, since the subgraphs of a compara

bility graph are also comparability graphs. □
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3.7 P roo f o f T heorem  3.8

We need a result of Erdos and Hajnal, see [34], A set L C  V(G) is 

homogeneous if L spans either a clique or the vertices of L are indepen

dent. If a graph G on n vertices does not contain a fixed graph H  as 

an induced subgraph, then it contains a large homogeneous set, with size 

at least exp(cylogn/2), where c < 1/\V(H)\.  If n is big enough, then 

exp(c\/logn/2) >>  log2fc n for any k.

We use repeatedly this theorem, always cutting off a big homogeneous 

set L  from the remaining part of V(G). If A is a clique, we take about 

log2 n — log2 log2 n vertices of it, otherwise (i. e. if L is an independent set) 

subset of size between log2fc+1 n and 2 log2fc+1 n is taken. This procedure 

can go on until the leftover graph has only o(n/log2n) vertices.

Summing up, the procedure gives a partition of the vertices of G:

\'{G) = u • • • u k ( u /•;, u • • • u u ,1,

where

• \A\ = o(n/ logn),

• each K, is a clique of size logn — 2 log logn,

• each Ej  is an independent set such that log2fc+1 n < \Ej\ < 21og2fc+1.

Now we represent the edges of G step by step, starting by the ones that 

having an endpoint in A , then those having both ends in U(/v'(. finally the 

edges having one endpoint in UjEj.
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First let us build up a displayed interval system for the vertices of A, 

and represent on them the edges with at least one endpoint on A. This 

contribute to the interval number with at most o(n/ log n) as the size of 

A is 0(11/  log2 n).

For the cliques, we construct a Scheinerman-type of displayed system, 

see [69] or [16]. It means that for a clique Q of size q one places 29-1 

intervals per vertex in such a way that for every subset P  of Q there 

exists an interval Ip  of the line where exactly some intervals representing 

P  meet. The use of such system is that one can represent all edges between 

a vertex x and Q by only one additional interval of x, placing that interval 

into /jv(*)nQ- Note that in our case q = log2 n — 2 log2 log2 n that is 29-1 =  

n /2(log2 n f .

Note that when we represent the edges among the cliques, and pick a 

pair (Ki} Kj) of those, then we need to use up the additional one intervals 

per vertex only for one of those. That is for all vertices of U, A', the number 

of additional intervals will be smaller than l ) 2, where l  is the number of 

cliques.

This way for a vertex in a clique we will use up at most 

n /2(logn)2 +  t / 2  +  1 =  (1/2 +  o(l))n/(log2n) 

intervals per edges.

Finally for a vertex in an independent set we use no more than n/(log2 n — 

21og2log2n) =  (1 +  o(l))n/log2n) intervals to represent its edges to the 

cliques.
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The number of the edges between two independent sets and Ej is 

bounded by cm2“ 1̂  (c < 2), where m  = max{ E, , \Ej \}, because G is 

K kjk-free, see [57].

With this we can bound the number of edges among the independent 

sets of the partition. Since log2k+l n < \Ej\ < 21og2fc+1n, we have that 

r < n/(log2n )2fc+1 and m  < 2(log2 n)2k+1. Thus the number of edges is 

no more than

____— ____
\ 2 J  -  (log2 n)2+V i'

In order to represent the edges among all Ej we use the edge-bound 

theorem from [15], which states that for a graph G, having e edges, holds 

the inequality i(G) < [ \ /e /2] +  1.

Plugging the estimation above in the formula we get a representation 

of that part of G using only o(n/ log2 n) intervals per vertex.

Putting together all these bounds on the representations of the sub

graphs of G we get that i(G) < n /log2n +  o(n/log2n), which proves 

Theorem 3.8. □
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Chapter 4

Game Dom ination Num ber

4.1 Introduction

The game domination number of a (simple, undirected) graph is defined by 

the following game. Two players, A and D , orient the edges of the graph 

alternately until all edges are oriented. Player D starts the game, and his 

goal is to decrease the domination number of the resulting digraph, while 

A is trying to increase it. The game domination number of the graph 

G , denoted by 7g(G), is the domination number of the directed graph 

resulting from this game. This is well-defined if we suppose that both 

players follow their optimal strategies.

We determine the game domination number for several classes of graphs 

and provide general inequalities relating it to other graph parameters.

A dominating set of a digraph G is a set S  of vertices such that for every 

vertex v ^ S  there exists some u e S  with uv e E(G). The domination
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number j(G ) of G is defined as the cardinality of the smallest dominating 

set.

We define a “domination parameter” of an undirected graph G as the 

domination number of one of its orientations, determined by the follow

ing two player game. Players A and D orient the unoriented edges of 

the graph G alternately with D playing first, until all edges are oriented. 

Player D (frequently called the Dominator) is trying to minimize the dom

ination number of the resulting digraph, while player A (Avoider) tries to 

maximize the domination number. This game gives a unique number de

pending only on G, if we suppose that both A and D play according to 

their optimal strategies. We call this number the game domination number 

of G and denote it by 7g(G).

As the domination number of any orientation of a graph is at least 

as large as the domination number of the graph itself, we clearly have 

7 (G) < 7g(G). Also 7g(G) < DOM(G ), where DOM(G) denotes the 

maximal domination number among all orientations of G. This parameter 

was examined in [28].

Similar orientation games with different goals for the players were in

troduced and discussed in [1], [8], [20] and [27].

In Section 4.2 we determine the game domination number for several 

classes of graphs including complete graphs, complete bipartite and tri

partite graphs, paths and cycles. Then we obtain sharp lower and upper 

bounds for the game domination number of trees in terms of the smallest 

degree that is at least three.
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Finally, in Section 4.4 we prove several inequalities, relating the game 

domination number to other graph parameters such as the number of 

vertices and edges, independence number and 2-domination number. We 

establish a Nordhaus-Gaddum type upper bound for the sum of the game 

domination number of a graph and its complement.

For additional results on related domination parameters we refer the 

reader to two excellent books [45] and [46].

4.2 Exam ples

In this section we determine the game domination number for a few classes 

of graphs. These elementary examples enable the reader to gain a feel for 

the parameter; also, some of the examples will be needed in the sequel.

Exam ple 4.2.1. For the complete graph K n on n > 4 vertices, we have

l g { K n )  =  2.

Proof. Let us see first why j g(Kn) > 2, i.e. why one vertex cannot 

dominate the oriented graph. Player A can clearly avoid a source in /\'s. 

and if i) > 5 then there exists a collection of n edge-disjoint paths of 

length 2, one centered at each vertex (see [20] ). Whenever D orients one 

of these edges from the central vertex, A can orient the other edge of the 

corresponding path towards the central vertex. Thus the in-degree of each 

vertex becomes at least one.

On the other hand, j g(Kn) < 2 since the dominator can pick two 

vertices, u and v, say and then reply to each move wv, by vw, and to each
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move wv by uw. This strategy ensures that {u, t>} becomes a dominating 

set of the resulting digraph. □

Note, that in Example 4.2.1 the dominator made use of very few edges. 

The same idea can be applied for much sparser graphs.

Exam ple 4.2.2. Let G be a graph on n > 4 vertices containing all but 

one edges of a copy of K 2in-2- Then 7g(G) = 2. Also, if G contains a set 

S of s vertices such that every vertex not in S  has at least 2 neighbors in 

S, then j g < s. □

Exam ple 4.2.3. Let K ntm denote a complete bipartite graph with n < m  

vertices in the two partite sets, then

7fl(^n,m)

\(m + l ) / 2] if n =  1

2 if n = 2

3 if n = 3,4 or 5

4 otherwise.

□

Exam ple 4.2.4. I f G is a complete k-partite graph (k > 3) with at least 

three vertices in each partite class, then 7g(G) =  3. □

Now we turn to some sparser graphs that (as expected) have larger 

game domination numbers. They also show that the game domination 

number can be much larger than the domination number. The reader is 

encouraged to verify the statement of the next example.

Exam ple 4.2.5. For the three dimensional cube Q% and the Petersen 

graph P we have jgiQs) = 3 and 7g(P) = 4 . □
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E x a m p le  4 .2 .6 . For a path Pn on n vertices we have 7 g(Pn) =  [A/2].

Proof. The vertices of the path can be partitioned into \n /2] sets of 

disjoint edges and possibly one single vertex. Each of these sets can be 

dominated by one of its vertices regardless of the orientation of the edges, 

showing 7g(Pn) < \n /2 \.

For the lower bound, A would like to prevent D creating many vertices 

that dominate both their neighbors. Although A cannot do this, he can 

easily achieve that no even numbered vertex (with the vertices of the 

path labeled with 1, 2, ,n  from left to right) dominates three vertices 

(including itself). Indeed, whenever D orients an edge out of an even 

vertex, A immediately orients the other edge in.

This strategy results in an oriented path, where to dominate the \n j2] 

odd vertices we must choose \n j2] vertices, as no vertex will dominate 

two odd vertices. □

Exam ple 4.2.7. For a cycle Cn on n vertices, 7g{Cn) = [fj-

Proof. We show first that D can achieve an orientation with domination 

number [f  J • Indeed, following his second move D can make sure that there 

is a vertex dominating both of its neighbors. The remaining n — 3 vertices 

can be partitioned into [~ẑ " | independent edges (with possibly one single 

vertex), and these vertices will be dominated by vertices regardless

of the orientation. Thus 7g{Cn) < n/2 .

On the other hand player A can force the dominating set to be as 

big as [fj using the same idea as in case of paths: he labels the vertices
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by 1, 2, . . . , n  , and ensures that no even vertex dominates both of its 

neighbors. Then, to dominate the [~|] odd vertices we need at least [f J 
vertices, giving j g > [n/2j. □

Our next example is a family of less natural graphs, this result will be 

used later.

Exam ple 4.2.8. Let G be a ’’lollipop” on n vertices formed by an even 

cycle with a tail (a single path) attached to one of its vertices. Then

7»(G)=LfJ.

Proof. To prove that j g(G) < [§J, write v for the vertex of degree 3, 

and u for its neighbor on the path. The dominator D starts the game 

with vu, and in his second move also orients an edge away from v. Thus 

v dominates 3 vertices (including itself), and as the cycle is even, the 

remaining vertices can be partitioned into a matching (with possibly a 

singleton), showing that 7g(G) < [fj- The lower bound can be shown as 

in the previous examples. □

First it seems that by adding edges to a graph we cannot increase its 

game domination number. Indeed, this is clearly the case if we add an 

even number of edges to a graph. However, rather surprisingly, this does 

not hold if we add exactly one edge to our graph.

Exam ple 4.2.9. Let G be obtained from the complete bipartite graph K t<4 

(t > 6) as follows. Let K t<4 = K (M , N ) with M  =  {e, / ,  g , . . . ,  z}, N  =  

{a, 6, c, d}), and G = K t<4 + ab +  cd — dz. Then 7g(G) = 2 , while 7g(G +  

dz) =  3.
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Proof. Player D has an easy strategy to finish the game with a two- 

element dominating set: he starts with dz, then he ensures that every 

vertex in M  is dominated by at least one vertex of {a, d} and one vertex 

of {b, c}. Whenever A plays ab or cd, the dominator orients the other so 

that either {a, d} or {b, c} becomes the dominating set. Hence j g(G) < 2.

What about j(G  + dz)! Playing the game on G + dz, the Avoider 

can force the Dominator to be the first to orient an edge in N. Clearly 

the only way D could end up with a dominating set of size 2 is to use 

two independent vertices of N: {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, c} or {b, d}. The strategy 

of A will be to try to dominate some of these pairs from vertices of iff, 

making them impossible to become dominating sets. He cannot ’’kill” all 

of the four possible dominating pairs, but at least two disjoint pairs he 

can. Whenever D orients the first edge of N, A can orient the other so 

that none of the four possible pairs could dominate the graph. We leave it 

to the reader to verify that D cannot do any better by orienting an edge 

of N  before A “kills” two of the possible dominating pairs. □

The “jump” can be larger then one, as a little modification of the 

previous example shows us.

Exam ple 4.2.10. IfG  is the same as in the previous example, (k — 1)(G+ 

dz) + G has game domination number 2k and adding only one edge to the 

graph, k(G + dz) has game domination number 3k.

We believe, that this is the biggest possible jump: if j g(G) < 2k then 

,jg(yG T ab) A 3k.
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4.3 Trees

First we shall derive a sharp lower bound for the game domination number 

of trees, then we look for upper bounds in terms of different parameters.

T heorem  4.3.1. For any tree T  on n vertices

7,(T ) >

Proof. We apply induction on the number of vertices. We clearly need 

[~|] vertices to dominate if n < 3.

To proceed with the induction, if n > 4 we need to find either a vertex 

with at least two leaves attached to it or a leaf attached to a vertex of 

degree two. One of these always exists, we might for example consider a 

vertex v and the longest path starting from v. This path ends in a leaf 

and the previous vertex has either degree two, or another leaf adjacent 

with it. The two cases are essentially the same, and we shall discuss only 

one in detail.

Suppose that there are two leaves u and v attached to a vertex w. 

Player A could play the game in T  — {u,v}  according to his strategy 

resulting in a domination number at least Whenever D orients

one of the edges adjacent to u or v, A immediately orients the other edge 

from the leaf. Thus two of the three vertices u ,v ,w  are needed in the 

dominating set. At least another — 1 vertices are needed from the

rest of the graph, giving no dominating set smaller than □

n
2 '
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T h e o re m  4 .3 .2 . Let T  denote a tree on n vertices that is not a path, and

let d denote the smallest degree in T  that is at least three. Then

7g(T) < min n
2 +

n — 2
2 (d — 1) J ’ ?

where the [fwj bound takes over the other only if d = 3.

Proof. We need to provide a strategy for player D resulting in a digraph 

with small domination number. Suppose that the tree has k vertices of 

degree at least d. An easy counting argument shows that k < J • We 

orient the edges so that the digraph we obtain has a small dominating set 

containing these k vertices.

Note, that the remaining n — k vertices of T  can be partitioned into 

paths attached to the k vertices of large degree. We claim that these 

vertices can be dominated by vertices in addition to the k vertices

of degree at least d. Indeed, a path of even length 21 contains l independent 

edges and a dominating set of size l regardless of the orientation. Thus 

all D needs to take care of are the odd paths. But a path of length 2/ +  1 

starting from a dominating vertex v can easily be dominated by another 

l vertices if D takes the first move (he dominates the first vertex from v), 

and by l +  1 vertices otherwise. As D starts the game, he is able to make 

the first move in at least half of the odd paths dominating the vertices on 

odd paths by at most half of them.

Thus we have a dominating set of the resulting digraph of size

% (T )< k  + n — k 
2

n +  k 
2

n — 2 
2 (d — 1)_ '
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If d = 3, then we do not put every vertex of degree three or larger 

into the dominating set. Instead, we partition the vertices of T  into stars 

of at least two vertices (the existence of such a partition is obvious by 

induction). Player D can easily dominate a star K iiT with |_|(r* +  1)J 

vertices even if A starts the orientation, unless r  =  3. In iL1)3 two vertices 

will dominate if D starts the game and three if A does. Thus the strategy 

of D is to make use of a star-partition: he starts in a iL1)3 (if there is any) 

then plays in the same star as A, except if he chooses another K 1)3. Then 

D does the same, ensuring that at least half of the three-stars will be 

dominated by two vertices, which in average gives a dominating set of size 

at most 5/8 < 2/3 of the vertices in these stars. This strategy provides a 

domination number at most [fwj in the resulting digraph. □

Note, that both bounds in the previous theorem are sharp, for example 

if T  is constructed from a path of k vertices with d — 1 or d — 2 leaves 

attached to each vertex such that each of the k vertices has degree d > 4. 

Then 7g(T) =  [§ +  2(^-1) J as ^  can alwaYs orient edges from leaves to the 

central vertices.

For d = 3 consider a tree of three levels. The first level has only one 

vertex of degree k + 2, the next level has k vertices of degree 3 and two 

leaves, and the third level contains 2k leaves. It is easy to check, that this 

tree has game domination number 2n/3, showing that the second part of 

the theorem is also sharp.

Let us spell out one of the inequalities in the previous proof, which 

gives a slightly stronger version of the theorem.
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Corollary 4.3.3. I fT  is a tree on n vertices with k > 1 vertices of degree 

at least 3, then

%<?) <
n + k 

2

□

We summarize our results for trees in the following inequalities. Note, 

that the general upper bound could have been improved a lot for special 

trees.

Corollary 4.3.4. For any tree T  we have

< 7S(T) <

□

Corollary 4.3.5. For any connected G we have

7g{G) <

□

4.4 Inequalities

First we shall give a lower bound for the game domination number of a 

graph in terms of its maximal degree. This corresponds to the easiest 

basic inequality on the domination number: 7 (G) > 7 7 7

During our game A orients half of the edges and he might succeed in 

decreasing the out-degree of each vertex to about A/2. This prompts us 

to make the following conjecture.
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C o n je c tu re  4 .4 .1 . For any graph G with n vertices and maximal degree

A, we have 7g(G) > (1+02”1))A ■

We have not been able to prove this conjecture, but the following 

somewhat weaker result is an improvement on the trivial lower bound 

7,(G) >  7(G) >

Theorem  4.4.2. I f G is a graph with n vertices and maximal degree A, 

then

7g{G) >
An " 

3A +  7 '

Proof. The goal of A is to ensure that the out-degree of any vertex is at 

most We can add edges to the graph, until it becomes a 2&-regular

multigraph G', with 2k = A  or 2k = A — 1 depending on the parity of A.

As shown by Tarsi [78], this graph G' has a ¿-system, i.e. n edge- 

disjoint ¿-stars, one centered at each vertex of the graph. Corresponding 

to these, there are n edge-disjoint stars in G, each with at most ¿ edges, 

centered at different vertices, and at any vertex v, at most ¿ of the incident 

edges do not belong to the star centered at v.

The strategy of A is to orient an edge of the same star, in which D 

made his previous move, into the central vertex. Hence each vertex will 

have out-degree at most [3A+3j , and dominate at most [3A4+7j of the n 

vertices. □

Note, that when we provided strategies for D to obtain upper bounds 

for the game domination number we usually did that by finding a small 

set S  of vertices dominating every other vertex at least twice, and thus
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ensuring that at least one of those edges can be oriented by D out of 

S, making S  a dominating set of the resulting digraph. The concept of 

multiple domination was introduced by Fink and Jacobson in [42], They 

call a set S k-dominating if every vertex of V — S  is adjacent to at least k 

vertices in S. The k-domination number, 7¿(G), is the minimal cardinality 

of a k-dominating set. Our argument above shows that 7g(G) < 72(G). 

This gives the following immediate bounds, by some of the results on 

2-domination numbers in [42] and [76].

T heorem  4.4.3. For any graph G: 7g(G) < 72(G) < fy (G) < 2/30(G).

In the inequality above, (60(G) denotes the independence number of 

G, and /32 (G) is the 2-independence number, i.e. the maximal cardinality 

of a set I  of the vertices such that the graph spanned by I  has maximal 

degree at most 1. The complete graph shows that the inequality is sharp: 

lg{Kn) =  2(3o(Kn) =  2.

T heorem  4.4.4. I f  the minimal degree 6 (G) > 3, then 7g(G) < 72(G) < 

n / 2 .

For G =  tK 4 we have 7g(G) = 21. v(G) = 41 , so both inequalities 

are sharp in Theorem 4.4. We have seen the game domination number of 

trees to fall between n/2  and 2n/3. Clearly the proof implies that this 

upper bound holds for any connected graph, as player D can concentrate 

his attention on a spanning tree of the graph (if player A moves outside 

of the spanning tree, D continues to orient tree edges according to his
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strategy). The following theorem improves the upper bound for graphs 

with minimal degree at least two.

T heorem  4.4.5. I f a graph G has minimal degree at least 2, then 7g(G) <

Lf J -

Proof. Our goal is to find a large 1-factor in the graph and use those 

edges to dominate the pairs of vertices by one of them regardless of their 

orientation. If G has a complete matching, this gives us a dominating set.

Suppose first that n = 2k — 1 odd, and there is a matching of size k , 

containing the edges (t>i, U\ ) , . . .  (v*, Uff), leaving only one more vertex for 

v to dominate. From the minimal degree condition, v is connected to a 

vertex of the matching, say v± . If U\ is also connected to v, then the proof 

is done, as the resulting triangle WiUi can easily be dominated by one 

vertex if D starts the game. Otherwise U\ is connected to another vertex 

of the matching, say u2. Following this algorithm we build an alternating 

path W 1U1V2U2 .. .Ui until Ui is connected to a previous vertex on this 

alternating path. If this vertex is v or v,j, then we end up with an odd 

cycle and a matching (we might need to change the matching edges along 

the alternating path up to the cycle) and finish with a dominating set of 

size at most n/2  as before in Example 4.2.7. Finally, if Ui is attached to 

a vertex Vj on the path, then we have an even cycle with an odd path 

attached to it, and some independent edges of the original matching, and 

we can easily get the desired dominating set by Example 4.2.8.

We shall call a component odd (even), if its order is odd (even). Now
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we suppose that a maximal matching of G covers all but I. > 2 vertices. By 

the extended version of Tutte’s theorem there is a set S  of s vertices such 

that after deleting S  from the graph we shall get s + 1 odd components. 

Choose S  to be maximal among all such sets. Note, that S  might be 

empty, if G was not connected and had exactly t odd components. We 

shall use this S  to dominate the graph.

First note, that there exists a complete matching in every even com

ponent of G — S  (as there is a matching covering all but t vertices of the 

graph). We claim that if U is an odd component of G — S  and u E U, 

then U — {w} also has a complete matching. Otherwise it has a cut set K  

with k vertices leaving at least k + 2 odd components in U — {w}, since U 

had an odd number of vertices. But then S  U {w} U K  would be a cut-set 

of order s + k + 1 giving s + t + k + 1 odd components, contradicting the 

maximality of S.

The strategy of D is simple: he ensures that the s + t odd components 

of G — S  will be dominated “efficiently”, i.e. by less then half of their 

vertices plus the vertices of S. To show how this can be done we need 

to distinguish three types of odd components in G — S  depending on the 

numbers of edges connecting them to S.

First, there may be some isolated components, which must be odd 

components of G with all but one vertex covered by the matching. It 

is easy to see that these can be dominated by half of their vertices if D 

manages to start the game in at least half of them. He starts in one, 

and starts another isolated component every time A does so, achieving his
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goal.

Second, there are odd components attached to S  with at least two 

edges, but these can be dominated from S  by orienting one of those edges 

out of S, and using the complete matching on the remaining part of it.

Third, there are odd components attached to S  by only one edge be

tween S  and a vertex v in the odd component. In this case either D is 

able to orient the bridge from S  toward v or if A has done this, he starts 

the game in the component and succeeds exactly like above when we had 

an almost complete matching missing only vertex v. Note, that in that ar

gument we did not use the fact that v has degree at least two (that might 

not hold here), this was only needed for the vertices of the matching.

Even if we have to choose every vertex of S  into the dominating set, 

it cannot be larger than

s T
n — s — s — t 

2
n — t n------ < —

2 2

completing the proof. □

This theorem is sharp as the examples of cycles with n vertices show. 

The upper bound for the game domination number can be further strength

ened if the minimal degree is larger using a probabilistic argument.

T heorem  4.4.6. For every graph G =  (V, E) with n vertices and mini

mum degree 6 > 2  and for every real number p between 0 and 1 , 7g(G) < 

np + 2n(l — p)s + 1 +  nSp( 1 — p)s. Therefore, 7g(G) < (1 +  o(l))nllf ^ 1'>, 

where the o(l)-term tends to zero as S tends to infinity, and the above the 

estimate is tight, up to the o(l) error term.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.3 it suffices to prove that there is a set S  of at 

most np +  2n(l — p)s+1 + n5p( 1 — p)s vertices of G, such that each vertex 

not in S  has at least two neighbors in S. To prove the existence of such an 

S  let X  be a random set of vertices of G obtained by choosing each vertex 

v £ V, randomly and independently, to be a member of X  with probability 

p. Let us fix arbitrarily some set N(v) of precisely 5 neighbors of each 

vertex v E V, let Y  denote the set of all vertices v such that neither v nor 

any member of N(v) lies in X ,  and Z  will denote the set of vertices u such 

that precisely one member of N(u) is in X .  The expected cardinalities of 

X  )' and Z  are, respectively, np, n(l — p)s+1 and n5p( 1 — p)s. Moreover, 

by adding to X  two arbitrarily chosen neighbors of u for each u £ Z, we 

obtain a set S  of cardinality |X |+ 2 |T | +  |Z| such that each vertex not in 

S  has at least 2 neighbors in S. By linearity of expectation the expected 

cardinality of S  is np +  2n(l — p)s+1 + n5p( 1 — p)s and hence there is 

such a set of cardinality at most this quantity. For large 5 we can choose 

p = lp <H1d1d<5 an(j that for this choice of p the resulting set S  is of

cardinality at most as needed.

The tightness of the estimate follows easily from the fact that the game 

domination number is always at least as large as the domination number 

of the graph and the well-known fact that there are undirected graphs 

with n vertices and domination number (1 +  o(f))” 1̂ ^ 1̂ where the o(l)- 

term tends to zero as 5 tends to infinity (see for example the discussion 

following Theorem 2.2 on page 7 in Alon and Spencer [7]). □

In 1956 Nordhaus and Gaddum [59] established sharp bounds on the
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sum and product of the chromatic numbers of a graph and its comple

ment. Similar results have been found for several parameters, including 

the following due to Jaeger and Payan [53].

T heorem  4.4.7. If G is a graph of order n, then 7 (G) + 7 (G) < n +  1 

and this bound is sharp.

We establish a sharp Nordhaus-Gaddum-type inequality for the game 

domination number of a graph and its complement.

T heorem  4.4.8. For a graph G with n vertices, 7g(G) + 7g(G) < n — 2. 

Furthermore, the bound is sharp.

Proof. If the minimum degrees of G and G are at least two then by 

Theorem 4.4.5, j g(G) + j g(G) < n. Hence, we may assume that 5(G) < 1. 

Then 5(G) > 2, otherwise we have a vertex of degree at least n — 2 in the 

complement as well, and the dominator D can use these two vertices to 

dominate almost half of both the graph and its complement, which results 

in dominating sets whose sum of sizes is at most n + 2 even if we have 

chosen every remaining vertex into the corresponding dominating set.

Suppose now that 5(G) < 1 and 5(G) > 2. Thus there is a vertex v 

in G with degree at least n — 2. If another vertex u of G has degree at 

least n — 2, then 7g(G) < 3 as using u , v and possibly one more vertex as 

dominating set, D can dominate G. On the other hand, if there exists an 

edge in G, then 7g(G) < n — 1, otherwise we need n vertices to dominate 

G, but two vertices suffice to dominate G, providing the desired bound in 

either case.
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We remain with the case when d(v) > n — 2 and d(u) < n — 3 for 

every u =£ v. Then by Theorem 4.4.5 player D can dominate in G with 

7g(G) < +  1 vertices by adding v to the dominating set. Also,

using the star of G centered at v, player D can easily dominate G by 

L(n — 2)/2j + 2  vertices. Hence 7g(G) +  7g(G) < n — 2.

The complete graph K n shows that this bound is sharp: 7g{Kn) =  2 

and 7g(Kn) = n. □

We believe that the inequality in Theorem 4.8 can be strengthened for 

connected graphs.

C onjecture 4.4.9. If  both G and G are connected graphs with n vertices, 

then 7g(G) + 7g(G) < |n  +  3.

If true, this inequality is sharp, as shown by a tree of order n with 

game domination number |n  (see Section 4.3).
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Chapter 5

A jum p to the Bell number for 

hereditary graph properties

5.1 Introduction

An extremal jump is a discrete step between measures guaranteed in cer

tain situations. It has been known for some time that the density of 

a graph jumps; recent work on hereditary graph properties has shown 

that properties with “large” or “small” speeds jump, but it was unknown 

whether there is a clean jump for properties with speed in a middle range. 

In this chapter, generalizations of the theorems of Dilworth, Ramsey, and 

Turan’s are applied to answer this in the affirmative. In particular, we 

find a strict lower bound for the penultimate range of the speed hierarchy 

for hereditary properties of graphs.

Extremal graph theory concerns itself with the intrinsic structure of
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graphs, in this sense it is the central field of study in graph theory. Most 

of the results in the field concern themselves with forcing behavior. For 

instance, perhaps the first question of extremal graph theory was: what 

is the minimum number of edges that forces a graph to contain a triangle. 

This was answered by Mantel in 1901 and considerably extended to general 

complete graphs by Turán’s Theorem of 1941. Túrán showed that a graph 

that contains no l\p . i as a subgraph has at most t(n,p) = (l — l /p  + 

o(l)) (2) edges. In the latter result, Túrán showed not only the number 

of edges necessary, but provided the unique graph having that number of 

edges, the Túrán graph T(n,p). The two aspects, measure and structure, 

tend to go hand in hand in extremal graph theory.

One of the most remarkable facts of extremal graph theory, hinted at by 

Turán’s Theorem but explicitly shown by Erdős and Stone in 1946 [41], is 

that the measures studied tend to “jump” in discrete steps. They showed 

that graphs with t(n,p) + en2 edges contain not only Kp+i but Kp+i(t), 

a complete (p + l)-partite graph with classes of order t, where t —> 0 0  

as n —> 0 0 . That is, a graph containing a few (in particular, en2) more 

edges than guarantees a l\p . 1 jumps to contains Kp+i(t) as well. This is 

a structural result. The work of Erdős, Stone, and Simonovits [41, 39] 

gives a similar result for measures: For every 0 < a, e < 1 and m > 2, a 

graph having n > n(m , e) vertices and at least (a + e) (!]) edges contains a 

subgraph on m  vertices with (1 — l/t?)(™) edges, where t  =  £(a) e N and 

1 — l/£  > a + e.

Studying graph properties, Bollobás and Thomason [22] found similar
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jumps in a different measure. A graph property is an infinite collection of 

labeled graphs closed under isomorphism. A property is hereditary if it 

is further closed under taking induced subgraphs. The speed of a graph 

property V, denoted |P"|, is a function of n giving the number of graphs 

in the property on n vertices. In 1997, Bollobas and Thomason showed 

that the speed of a graph property also jumps, and in precisely the same 

places as for the number of edges. That is, the only speeds that occur for 

hereditary graph properties are of the form \Pn\ =  2*-1- 1/,'£+0WH2). They 

also presented necessary and sufficient structural characteristics for the 

properties that evidence each type of speed.

Scheinerman and Zito [70] were the first to notice that these jumps 

also occur with speeds at lower levels. They saw that there some func

tional types that are not allowed as the speed of any hereditary property, 

and that there are discrete jumps, for example, from polynomial to expo

nential speeds. The present authors extended their work in [11], where 

many jumps were noted, precise functions that occur were enumerated, 

and even structural characteristics of properties with each type of speed 

were described. For example, we found that there is a jump from the 

speed n(l- l/k+°(l))n to ri(1- 1/(fc+1)+°(1))" for all integers k > 1. The results 

discussed so far may be summarized in the following theorem.

T heorem  5.1. Let V  be a hereditary property of graphs. Then one of the 

following is true:

1. there exists N ,k  E N and a collection {Pi(n)}^=Q of polynomials such 

that for all n >  N , \Pn\ =
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2. there exists k e N, k > 1 such that \Vn\ = n il- llk+°il))n^

3. ri(1+°(1))« < \pn\ <

4 . there exists k £ N, k > 1 such that \Vn\ =  2(1- 1A+°(i))«2/2.

□

The existence of jumps within and between the first two cases, proven 

by the authors in [11], are clear from the statement of the theorem. A 

jump to the third was shown in [13]. The last case and the jump from 

case 3 to 4 are shown by Bollobas and Thomason in [22], Case 3 remains 

puzzling, however, for a number of reasons.

In this “penultimate range,” where properties have speeds <

\Pn\ < 2"2 ", the jumps are not clear and properties do not necessarily 

behave as nicely as in every other part of the hierarchy. In [12], the authors 

describe the unusual behavior of properties in the penultimate range, and 

show that there exist properties which have speeds that oscillate between 

extremes. The question is raised as to whether any bounds can be given 

for properties in this range; that is whether the jump to or from this 

range is a clean one. An upper bound for speeds of monotone, rather than 

hereditary, properties in the range is given in [13] (monotone properties are 

closed under taking arbitrary subgraphs, rather than induced subgraphs); 

for hereditary properties the upper bound remains unknown.

In this paper, we shall show that the jump from speeds of the type 

n ( i - i / k + o ( i ) ) n  penultimate range is in fact clean, and provide a

sharp lower bound for hereditary properties in this range. This bound
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will also hold for monotone properties, and so for that class the bounds 

are completely settled.

We shall approach this question by taking a tour through classical 

graph theory. We shall start with three important results of combina

torics: Dilworth’s Theorem on posets, Ramsey’s Theorem on substruc

tures of graphs, and the results of Turan, Erdos, Simonovits, and Stone 

in extremal graph theory mentioned above. These will be generalized and 

then applied to hereditary properties of graphs. Definitions and notation 

will be introduced as needed.

5.2 D ilw orth ’s T heorem  and hypergraphs

To prove the main results of this paper, we shall need some Ramsey- 

type results on hypergraphs, extending the classical theorem of Dilworth. 

We shall also need more Ramsey-type results on graphs, which will be 

discussed in the next section.

Our definitions are standard, but for completeness shall be given below. 

A hypergraph % is a pair % =  (V, £), with vertex set V  and with edge set 

£ consisting of subsets of V. For i e F ,  the degree of x is d(x) = {/ ' : x e 

F  e £}|. Clearly, a hypergraph defines a poset on the set of edges, with the 

order given by inclusion. Viewed this way, we may define the complement 

% of a hypergraph % =  (V,£) by taking the complement of each of the 

edges over the base set, i.e. % =  (V, £), where £ = {V \  E  : E  e £}. In 

a hypergraph, we shall allow the empty edge but multiple edges shall not
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occur.

With this perspective, a chain in a hypergraph % =  (V, £) is a collec

tion T  C £ such that, for all pairs A, B  e F, either A C B  or B  C A. An 

antichain in % is a collection F  C £ such that, for all A, B  e F. .1 ^  H. 

we have A <f_ B. Note that the complement of a chain or an antichain is 

again a chain or an antichain, respectively.

A basic tool in the theory of posets, Dilworth’s Theorem, can be re

stated for hypergraphs as follows.

T heorem  5.2. A hypergraph containing at least km  +  1 edges contains a 

chain containing k + 1 or an antichain containing m + 1 elements. □

While chains have only one form allowed by their definition, antichains 

are a rich class of sets with very little prescribed form. We wish to extend 

Dilworth’s Theorem to describe the structure of some large antichains that 

must exist in any hypergraph with no large chain.

Let H = (V., £) be a hypergraph and T  =  {Ax,. . . ,  Ak} C S.

• T  is a k-star in % if there exists F  =  {rci,. . . ,  xk} C V  such that 

Xi e Aj if and only if i = j.

• T  is a k-costar in % if there exists F  =  {rci,. . . ,  xk} C V  such that 

Xi ^  Aj if and only if i =  j.

•  T  is a k-skewchain in % if there exists F  =  {rci,. . . , xk^i}  C V  such 

th a t Xi e  Aj  if and only if i < j.

In each case, we call F  a representing set for T .  We may also refer to 

the pair (F, F) as the star, costar, or skewchain, where usage should be
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clear from context. Note that stars and costars are antichains, whereas a 

skewchain can be either a chain or antichain. In fact, (F, F) is a skewchain 

if and only if the trace of T  on F  is a chain of the same length. Also note 

that the complement of a star is a costar, while the complement of a 

skewchain is also a skewchain.

With these definitions, and motivated by Dilworth’s Theorem, we de

fine the number /(¿ , l, m) to be the smallest number such that every hy

pergraph with at least /(¿ , l, m ) edges contains a ¿-star, /-costar, or m- 

skewchain. A priori, it is not clear that /(¿ , l, m ) is well defined, but the 

following theorem tells us that this is in fact the case and gives a bound 

on its growth.

Note that /(¿ , l, m ) is symmetric in k and l. To see this, note that if % 

does not contain a ¿-star, /-costar, or m-skewchain, then TL cannot contain 

an l-star, ¿-costar, or m-skewchain. Hence /(¿ , l,m) — 1 > f( l, ¿, m) — 1, 

and the inequality is also true with ¿ and l reversed.

T heorem  5.3. The function /(¿ , l , m) is well defined for all k , l ,m  E N. 

In fact, for k , l ,m >  2 ,

f(k , l, m) < 2(m — l)(m  — 2) f(k  — 1, l, m )f(k , l — 1, m) + 1 (5.1)

Proof. Note that f ( k , l ,m ) =  1 if and only if min{k ,l ,m } = 1. When 

m in ^ , 1} = 2, the function /(2, l , m) = f ( k , 2, m) =  m, as any non-nested 

pair of edges is both a 2-star and a 2-costar, and /(¿ , l, 2) =  2, since 

repeated edges are not allowed. Hence to prove the theorem it suffices to 

show (5.1) holds when min{k ,l ,m } > 2.
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Fix k , l ,m >  3. Let Q =  (1/, LF) be a hypergraph with a number of edges 

at least as large as the right hand side of (5.1). If it contains a chain of 

length m  we are done, since this would also be an m-skewchain. Otherwise, 

by Theorem 5.2, Q contains an antichain hypergraph T-L =  (V,£) with

\£\ > 2(m — 2) f(k  — 1, l, m )f(k , l — 1, m)

Pick any x e V  that is not in every edge, but is in at least one edge. 

If \£\ > d(x) >  |£|/2, we shall show that Ti contains a ¿-star, /-costar, 

or m-skewchain (and, therefore, so does Q). If 0 < d(x) < |£|/2, then 

consider the complement of T-L and, in this, \£\ > d(x) > |£|/2. If we can 

find an l-star, ¿-costar, or m-skewchain in the complement of Ti, then Ti 

contains a ¿-star, /-costar, or m-skewchain. Since f (k , l ,m )  is symmetric 

in ¿ and l, it does not matter whether we are looking for an l-star or a 

¿-costar or for a ¿-star or /-costar. Therefore, without loss of generality, 

we may say |£| > d(x) > |£ |/2, and showing that Ti contains a ¿-star, 

/-costar, or m-skewchain will prove the result.

We shall partition the edge set to close in on one of the desired struc

tures, establishing a collection of sets according to our choice of x. Let 

£x =  {E  e £ : x e E}. Since d(x) > £/2,

\£x\ > (m — 2) f(k  — 1, l, m )/(¿, l — 1, m).

Pick some A e £ such that x £ A and let

E v ,a  = {E  fl A : E  e £x}.

For each B  e T XtA, define

£b =  {E  G £x : E  fl A =  B}.
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Note that for all B  e FXiA, A \ B  since £ is an antichain.

Case 1. \£b \ >  f ( k  — 1 ,l ,m )  for some B  e  T XtA-

Then £B contains either a (k — l)-matching, an ¿-costar, or an m- 

skew-star. In the latter two cases we are done, as SB C £.  Otherwise SB 

contains a (k — l)-star, say §, with § =  { S i , . . . ,  Sk-i}  and representing 

set S = {rci,. . . ,  As k > 3. and any element in B  is in all elements

of £b , we have rc* 0 B, so rc* 0 A. However, as noted above, there is some 

y e A \ B .  This means that adding A to § and y to S  in the (k — l)-star 

yields a ¿-star, as desired.

Case 2. \£B\ < f ( k  — 1, l, m) for all B  e T x,a -

Then, since the set {£B : B  e Fx,a}  is a partition of £x.

\FxA > (m ~ 2)/(̂ ;

If T XiA contains a chain § with order (at least) m — 1, then, similarly to the 

situation in Case 1, £ contains an m-skewchain consisting of a collection 

of edges the set of whose intersections with A is § together with A itself.

Otherwise, by Theorem 5.2, T x,a contains an antichain C with \C\ > 

f ( k , l ~  1 ,m).

By the induction statement, C contains either an (¿ — l)-costar, a ¿-star, 

or an m-skewchain. In the latter two cases we simply take, for each set B  in 

the ¿-star (respectively, m-skewchain), an edge F  from % with F d A  = B, 

and the collection we get is a ¿-star (respectively, m-skewchain) in %, with 

the same representing set as for J-Xia - If C contains an (l — l)-costar § with 

edges {Ci , . . . ,  Ci-1} and representing set {rci,. . . ,  x i-1}, then for each set
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G- there is a C[ E Sx with G  = C- P .1 for all 1 < i < l — 1. As 

G- P G  for all i, (Cj . . . . ,  C'[_1, A} is an ¿-costar in ’H with representing 

set {xu . . . ,x i - i ,x } .

Thus, in all cases, a hypergraph with 2(m—l)(m—2)f(k—1, ¿, m )f(k, l— 

1, rri) +  1 edges contains a ¿-star, an ¿-costar, or an m-skewchain.

We shall apply this theorem in section 5.6 to find certain structures in 

graphs.

5.3 R am sey T heory

Theorem 5.3 guarantees “large” regular substructures in any hypergraph 

that is large enough. In this sense, it falls into the vast field of Ramsey 

Theory. Ramsey-type theorems have to do with finding certain substruc

tures in large graphs. Before we discuss Ramsey results, let us review 

some definitions.

Given a graph G, the graph H  is isomorphic to an induced subgraph 

of G if the vertices of H  can be mapped to a subset of those of G so that 

edges are mapped to edges and non-edges to non-edges. We write H < G. 

and say H  is an induced subgraph of G. A  vertex set U C V (G) induces H  

if H < G and the vertices of H  can be mapped to U so that edges and non

edges are preserved. We write H = G[U}. Slightly differently, given two 

disjoint sets U,V  C V(G), the induced bipartite graph G[U,V] has vertex 

set U U V  and edge set consisting of those edges of G with one end in U 

and the other end in V. The bipartite complement of G[U, V } has the same
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vertex set as G[U, V } but has edge set {uv : u e  U,v e  V,uv 0  E(G )}.

The first Ramsey result was the following.

T heorem  5.4. There is a number R(n) such that any graph on R(n) 

vertices contains either K n or K n as an induced subgraph. □

Hence any “large” graph contains an arbitrarily large clique or inde

pendent set. Much work has been done to determine precise bounds on 

the function R(n), but we shall not investigate much in this area. Instead, 

we are interested in finding subgraphs other than the complete graph. A 

Ramsey-type result along these lines for bipartite graphs was obtained 

by Kővári, Sós, and Túrán [57] in response to a question of Zarankiewicz 

about matrices.

Theorem  5.5. Let t be fixed. There is a function Ht(n) = 0 (n 2-1/,t) such 

that any bipartite graph on n vertices with at least Ht(n) edges contains 

K iti as a subgraph.

□

The function Ht(n) has been studied in great detail; here we shall only 

need the following bound, also established in [57].

Lem m a 5.6. For 1 < t < n,

Ht(n) < - ( t  -  1 +  - ( t  -  1 )n < 2n2̂ 1̂
2 2

□

In turn simple calculations give the following corollary.
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Corollary 5.7. There is a number H(t) such that any bipartite graph on 

H(t) vertices contains either a K t>t or an independent set containing t 

vertices from each partition.

Proof. H(t) =  Ht(n) with n2 > 2n2̂ 1̂  will do. □

Combining Ramsey’s Theorem and the result above, we get the follow

ing.

Corollary 5.8. There is a number n(t, r) such that ifG is an R(r)-partite

graph with n(t, r) vertices then G either contains the Turdn graph T(tr, r) 

or an independent set of tr vertices that intersects r of the sets of the 

partition in t vertices each.

Proof. Let G be an R(r)-partite graph on H (H (... (t) . . . ) )  vertices, 

where the dots signify composition times. Applying Corollary 5.7 to 

each pair of partite sets, we obtain an i?(r)-partite graph with t vertices in 

each partite set and such that each pair of partite sets is either completely 

connected or disconnected. The graph H  obtained by contracting each 

partite set to a point is a graph with R(r) vertices and thus contains either 

a K r or K r, corresponding to T(tr,r) or an independent set that spans 

r sets of the partition and contains t vertices from each set it intersects, 

respectively. □

As mentioned earlier, Ramsey Theory deals with any sort of large 

substructure that can be guaranteed as a subgraph of an arbitrary graph. 

We now consider instead a very specific case of both parent and child
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graphs. Recall that Pn is a path on n vertices. In the next lemma, 

we show that paths contain highly structured induced path forests. The 

result could be viewed as a statement about colorings of the path, saying 

that multicolored paths contain induced path forests in which each color 

appears many times. Or, as stated below, it can be viewed as a statement 

about words and sentences.

Recall that a word is a sequence of letters, where each letter is cho

sen from a given alphabet. A sentence can be formed from the word by 

removing letters and leaving a space wherever consecutive letters have 

been removed. The words of the sentence are then blocks of consecutive 

letters that remain between spaces. This can also be phrased in terms of 

sequences, colors, subsequences, and blocks, respectively.

For the next result, we fix numbers £, n, and p, and we define m(£, n,p) 

to be the minimal number, if it exists, such that, for any sequence of 

positive integers {ai, 02, . . ., ap} with YJ%=i a% = n i everY word of length 

m(£,n,p) from an alphabet of size £ (containing £ letters) contains a sen

tence with p words, the ith word having length a*, such that each letter of 

the alphabet that appears in the sentence appears at least [p/£J times.

While such a condition sounds quite restrictive, the following lemma 

says that this number does in fact exist, and gives an inductive bound on 

its size.

Lem m a 5.9. The function m(£,n,p) is well-defined for all l ,n ,p  e N. 

Furthermore, for l > l,

m(£, n, p) < (p — 1 )m(£ — 1,  n, p) +  n +  p — 1.  (5.2)
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Proof. As is implied by the statement, we proceed by induction on 

£. Clearly m(l, n,p) = n + p — 1. So suppose ( > 2 and m(£ — 1, n,p) 

exists. Let a be a word at least as long as given by the right hand side of 

(5.2) that uses £ different letters. Let {ai, a2, . . . ,  ap} be a set of positive 

integers with YT%=i a% = n - If o contains a word of length rri(£ — 1 ,n,p) 

with only £ — 1 different letters, then, by induction, this word contains a 

sentence with the desired characteristics.

So assume every subword of a of length m(£ — 1 ,n,p) contains all £ 

colors. We may construct a sentence with the desired properties with a 

greedy algorithm. We consider our alphabet to be [£) and, without loss of 

generality, assume the first letter of a is 1. Take a word <Ti of length a±, 

and throw out the next entry. If 1 does not appear [p/£\ times in <Ti, skip 

forward to the next 1 entry. As noted above, we need to go forward at 

most m{£ — 1, n, p) entries. Starting with that 1, take a word 02 of length 

a2. If the letter 1 has not yet appeared in the sentence [p/£J times, repeat 

the process, and repeat for each letter that has not appeared [p/£J times 

in the sentence we have picked thus far. We can ensure that our sentence 

has each letter appearing at least [p/£J times, as a has length

(p — 1 )m(£ — 1, n,p) + n — (p — 1) =

(ai+l)+m(t?—1 , n, p)+(a2+ l)+ m (£-l,  n, p)-\----- b(ap_i+l)+m(t?—1 , n, p)+{ap).

□
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5.4 (£, (i)-graphs

We briefly leave the classical realm to discuss some technical definitions, 

but shall return to extremal graph theory by the end of this section. As 

in the previous section, we consider here graphs rather than hypergraphs, 

and look at substructures in the graph.

Some notation will be useful here. Given two sets of vertices of G,

U, V  C V(G), the maximum degree between them, A(U,V)  = max{|r('u)n 

V\, |r(u) nu\ : v £ V, u £ U}, where T(u) is the neighborhood of u. With 

T(u) = V(G) \  (F(u) U {«}), A(U, V) = max{|r(w) n V\, |F(u) H U \ : v  £

V, u £ U}. Note A(U,U) is simply the maximum degree in G[U], also 

denoted A(G[U}).

A  graph H  is an (£, d)-graph if V (H) admits a partition V'i. Vo....... \ }

such that, for each pair i , j  (not necessarily distinct) either A(Vi,Vj) < d 

or A(Vj, Vj) < d. We call Vi, Vo.......V) an (£, d)-partition.

Given an (£, d)-partition Vi, V2, • • •, W of H , for each x £ V (H ) and 

i £ [l], either |r(rc) n  Vj- < d or |r(rc) n  Vj- < d. In the former case we say 

that x is sparse with respect to Vi, in the opposite case x is dense with 

respect to Vi. Likewise we may refer to a class Vi as dense or sparse with 

respect to another class.

Given any (£, d)-partition with some empty classes, we may obtain 

another (£, d)-partition with fewer empty classes by subdividing any of 

the classes. Similarly, in some cases we may be able to unify a collection 

of classes to obtain a new (£, d)-partition. In this sense, (£, (¡((-partitions
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are not unique. However, if we choose t  to be minimal so that a graph 

H  admits an (£, (¡((-partition, perhaps (in a sense described below) even 

allowing d to grow slightly to reflect the graph’s structure more accurately, 

then the partition will in fact be unique if H  is large enough. In this case, 

the (£, <i)-partition will actually reflect the dense or sparse portions of the 

graph.

Precisely, we have the following: Let H  be an (£, (¡((-graph which admits 

a partition ir such that each class has at least 2id + 2d + 1 vertices. Let 

£' be minimal so that H  admits an (£',£d)~partition ir'. In this partition, 

we have the following condition:

(*) if i , j  e 11 '} and i ^  j ,  then there exists a k e [l'} such that 

A (Vi, Vk) < id  and A(Vj, 14) < id  or vice-versa.

This is clearly the case, as if ir does not satisfy (*), then there are some 

classes, without loss of generality, 14,14 £ T  such that for all k G [i], 14 

is dense with respect to both 14 and 14 or is sparse with respect to both.

But then 1) U U. 1 •!.......L( is an (£ — 1, 2d)-partition of H. In this way,

given an (£, d)-graph H  we may join classes that “act the same” in the 

original partition to obtain an (£',£d)-partition of H  satisfying (*) and 

also having each class with at least 2id + 2 d + 1 elements.

Condition (*) and this minimum number of vertices in a class in 

fact creates a much stronger condition. The following facts about (£, d)- 

partitions will imply that a partition satisfying (*) is in fact unique.

Let 14, . . . ,  14 be an {£, (¡((-partition of H  and x, y e V (H ).
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1. If 1 , 1/6 Vi, then |r(a;)Ar(y)| < 2 dl, as, for each Vi, |(r(rr) fl Vi) U 

( r (y) n  Vi)\ <  2 d or \(T(x) n  V )  u  (T(y) n v ) \ <  2 d.

2. On the other hand, suppose x £ V± and y £ 14- Suppose further 

that there exists a non-empty set Vi such that x is dense with respect 

to Vi and y is sparse with respect to Vi, or vice-versa. Then, since 

|T(rc) O V; < d while |T(y) fl Vj)\ < d (or vice-versa), |r(a;)Ar(y)| >

m\ -  2d.

Hence, considering Facts 1 and 2, if condition (*) holds and there exists 

a partition Vi,. . .  ,Ve such that \Vi\—2d> 2 dl whenever Vi ^  0, then this 

partition is uniquely defined by the graph itself, as the conditions in the 

two facts would be mutually exclusive.

Motivated by the above, we define a strong {£, d)-graph to be one which 

admits an (£, d)-partition, each of whose classes contains at least 2 dl+ 2 d+ 

1 vertices. A strong {£, d)-partition is defined similarly. By the discussion 

above, a strong graph admits a unique partition with a minimal number 

of sets. Any strong (£, d)-partition with no empty sets may always be 

obtained from the unique partition by subdividing some of the classes. 

Note that a strong (£, d)-graph contains at least 2d£2 + 2dl +  l vertices.

Note for each H  that there is a minimal £ (for fixed d > 1) such that H  

is an (£, d)-graph (every graph on n vertices is an (n , d)-graph). Similarly, 

for fixed £ there is a minimal d so that H  is an (£, d)-graph.

Given a strong (£, d)-graph H, consider its minimal partition. We 

obtain a graph <p(H) from the partition by replacing H[Vi, Vj) with its
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bipartite complement for every pair with A(Vi,Vj) < id. Note that the 

maximal degree of (p(H) is thus at most id.

We are now able to show that strong (i , d)-graphs not only produce a 

unique minimal partition, but that the unique partition is preserved by 

any subgraph that would still be strong.

Lem m a 5.10. Let H  be a strong (i , d)-graph with unique partition h i , . . . ,  Vy. 

Let F  < ip(H) with F  n Vi > 2di + 2d + 1 for all i such that Vi ^ 0. Let 

G =  H[V(F)}. Then G is a strong (i,d)-graph with unique partition in

duced by V i,. . .  ,Vi'. In particular, (f(G) =  F.

Proof. We shall construct an (i, d)-partition of G as follows. Pick two 

vertices of G, say x and y. Although we do not know what the partition 

of F  or H  was, we can say that they either came from the same class 

of the partition of H  or they did not. If they came from the same class, 

without loss of generality say Vi, then their neighborhoods can differ by at 

most 2di vertices. This maximum is achieved if for each class Vj (including 

j  = 1) on which hi is dense (respectively, sparse) they have disjoint sets of 

d neighbors which they are not adjacent to (respectively, are adjacent to) 

(i.e. if A(ki, Vj) < d then x and y are adjacent to different sets from Vj, 

if A(ki, Vj) < d then there are disjoint sets from Vj that x and y are not 

adjacent to). If they come from different classes say hi and hi, then there 

is a set, say V$ which differentiates hi from hi (otherwise the partition 

would not be minimal). Without loss of generality say A(hi, hi) < d and 

A(hi, hi) < d. Then x and y may act the same on at most 2d vertices in
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Vs. Since |V3I > 2d£+2d+l, they act differently on at least 2d£+l vertices 

in G. Hence, by comparing the neighborhoods of any pair of vertices in G 

we may reconstruct the partition, uniquely. It will agree with the unique 

partition of H  and each part will have at least 2d£ + 2d +  1 vertices, so G 

is a strong [l, d)-graph. □

Lem m a 5.11. I f  H  is a strong (£, d)-graph, then Aut(H) C Aut((p(H)), 

and thus the number of distinct labelings of H  is at least as much as the 

number of distinct labelings of <p(H).

Proof. We shall show that any automorphism of H  is also an automor

phism of <p(H). Let th be an automorphism of H  and ir be the unique 

partition of H.  Let x , y  E V(G). The vertices x and y  are in the same 

class of 7r if and only if ^(rc) and ^(y)  are in the same class of ir, as 

otherwise the orders of the neighborhoods of ^(rc) and x or ^(y) and y 

would be different. More precisely, th preserves classes. Let x,^f(x) e  Vi 

and y,^f(y) E Vj. Since th is an automorphism, xy E E(H) if and only if 

^ (a ;)^ (|/) e E(H). Without loss of generality, assume xy E E(H). If Vi is 

sparse with respect to Vj, we have xy E E(cp(H)) and ty(x)'$f(y) E E(H). 

If Vi is dense with respect to Vj, then both xy  and ty(x)'$f(y) 0 E(H). 

Since our choice of x and y  was arbitrary, in either case ^  is an automor

phism of <p(H). □

Note that the converse of the statement in the proof above is generally 

not true. Two vertices that have different neighborhoods in H  may have 

identical neighborhoods in (p(H).
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Also note that if H  is not strong, the lemma may not be true at all. 

In particular, if a graph is an (£, d)-graph, it is also an (£ + 1, d)-graph, 

with (£ + 1, d)-partition obtained by breaking up any class of the (£, d)- 

partition. As a trivial example, consider K 3 as a (2, l)-graph. If we 

make a non-trivial (2, l)-partition into V± and V2, with |Vi| =  2 and say 

1 =  A (14, Vi) < 1 and 0 =  A(Vl, V2) < 1, then <p(K3) = K 2 U K l7 which 

has 3 different labelings while iV3 has only one. In fact, for this reason, 

cp(H) is only defined for strong (£, d)-graphs. The lemma applies when we 

view i i 3 as a strong (1, l)-graph. Then with the unique (1, l)-partition 

A nl ( r'(  /\'3)) =  A i i I(/\'3) .

5.5 H ereditary properties o f  graphs

The terminology of (£, d)-graphs may seem a bit awkward, but in fact 

(£, d)-graphs are key in understanding the structure of complicated prop

erties of graphs.

In [11], the present authors showed that partitions like those in an 

(£, d)-graph provide an easy way to bound the number of graphs in a 

property. In fact, in a certain range, where \Pn\ is roughly factorial in 

n, they provide the best way to bound the speed. These results will be 

presented below, but as usual we need a few more definitions.

The first set of definitions is standard. Given a graph G and collection

of vertices Vi,. . .  ,vt e V(G), we say that the disjoint sets L) .......Uin C

V(G) are distinguished by V  = {t>i,. . . ,  vt} if, for each i, every vertex of
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Ui has the same neighborhood in V  and for each i j, x e Ui, y e Uj 

implies x and y have different neighborhoods in V. We say V distinguishes 

Ui. The set V  is a minimal distinguishing set if no proper subset of V  

distinguishes the same sets.

The following definition is new, and may seem odd at first. For a 

property V , we shall call k good if for every m  > 0 there is a G e V  such 

that G contains a set of vertices which distinguish m  sets, each of order 

at least k. Clearly 0 is good for all V. Let kp be the infimum of all bad k. 

This definition allows us to connect hereditary properties to (£, digraphs 

in the following surprising result from [11, Lemma 27].

Lem m a 5.12. If  V  is a hereditary property with kp < oo, then there 

exist absolute constants ip and cp such that for all G £ V , the graph 

G contains an induced subgraph H such that H  is an (ip, kp)-graph and 

\V (G \H )\ < cp. □

More importantly for computing speeds, we also showed the following 

[11, Theorem 28]. The hypothesis kp < oo was assumed in the surrounding 

text in that paper and therefore was omitted in the statement there.

T heorem  5.13. Let V  be a hereditary property with kp < oo. Then 

\Pn\ > n^1+0̂ n if and only if for all m there exists a strong (tp,kp)~ 

graph H  in V  such that <p(H) has a component of order at least m. □

We shall put these ideas to even more use in the next section, where 

we deal with a particularly unsettling area of the established research on 

properties.
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First, an easy pair of technical lemmas. Recall that Pn is a path on n

vertices.

Lem m a 5.14. Let D be a constant. I f  G is connected and A (G) < D, 

then, for any n < logp \ V(G)\, we have Pn < G.

Proof. Pick any v E V  (G). The number of vertices at distance d from v 

is at most Dd, by the degree condition. Hence, for any n > 1, the number 

of vertices at distance less than n from v is at most X ^o1 ^  — Dn, with 

equality only if D =  1 and n =  1. If n < logD |]/((j )|, then |]/(G)| > Dn 

so there must be a u £ V (G) with d(u, v) > n. An n vertex subpath of 

any u-v path is then an induced Pn in G. □

A path forest is a graph in which every component is a path. Let Pi(n) 

be the number of labeled path forests with i components. As we noted 

above, Bn is the number of labeled graphs in which every component is a 

clique. It is clear that the number of labeled graphs with i components 

such that each component is a clique must be less than the number of 

such graphs with path components, and thus we have Yl7=iPi(n) > 

but in fact the Bell number is dominated by any term in the sum that 

corresponds to path forests with fewer than yfn parts, as shall be shown in 

the following lemma. This is not too surprising, as pi(n) is the number of 

cyclic permutations of n, which clearly dominates the number of partitions 

of n.

Lem m a 5.15. If n > c2, then pc(n) > Bn.
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Proof. How many path forests are there on [n] with c parts? In order 

to form a labeled path forest, we could start with any permutation of [n] 

and break it into c parts by splitting it at c — 1 places. This does not 

necessarily yield a unique path forest, as any rearrangement of the paths 

would allow a different permutation of [n] to give the same labeled path 

forest, as would reversing the direction of any non-trivial path. Hence 

each path forest can be represented by at most cl2C different permutations 

of [n]. Thus,
nl ("T1)

p m  > > n!’

the latter inequality coming from the standard bound on the binomial 

coefficient (“) > (ea/b)b and the choice of n > c2. Since, clearly, Bn < n\, 

the result is shown. □

5.6 A  lower bound on th e  pen u ltim ate range

It is not too surprising that there is a relationship between the speed of a 

property and the structure of graphs in that property. We can count the 

number of labelings of a graph roughly by grouping vertices into classes 

that can be distinguished from each other and then choosing labels for a 

group en masse. For example, if a graph G consists only of disjoint cliques, 

then the number of labelings of G is (ci c " c ), where Ci,.. .  ,cm are the 

orders of the cliques. Continuing the argument, consider the property, Vcu 

where each component of each graph in the property is a clique. Then a 

labeled graph in V  on n vertices can be described by an unordered par
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tition of [n]; in fact there is a one-to-one correspondence between graphs 

of V"i and such partitions of [n]. Hence \Vfi\ =  &n- Recall that the nth 

Bell number, Bn, is the number of partitions of [n] and is asymptotically 

Bn ~  (n/ log n)11/2.

In fact, this property, Vcu and its complement consisting of Túrán 

graphs (and their induced subgraphs), are the only properties with speed 

exactly Bn, as shall be shown below.

If the groupings of vertices are not cliques, then clearly such a count 

gives only a lower bound. Such lower bounds are instructive, however, in 

examining the speeds that occur.

We are now ready to prove our main results. We shall prove the lower 

bound in two parts, considering properties where kp < oo and where 

kp = oo. The hard work of the former case has been done by the collection 

of lemmas and theorems in the proceeding sections.

T heorem  5.16. Let V  be a hereditary property with \Vn\ > If

kp < oo, then, for n sufficiently large, \Pn\ > Bn.

Proof. Let Ip be given by Theorem 5.12. Let c =  (2Ipkp +  2kp +  1 )tp 

and assume n > c2. By Theorem 5.13, for all m, V  contains a strong 

(£p,kp)~graph H  such that <p(H) has a component of order m. Since 

cp(H) has bounded degree and m  is arbitrarily large, Lemma 5.14 says V  

contains a graph H  such that <p(H) contains a path of length m(£p, n, c). 

Color the vertices of this path according to the {Ip, ¿^-partition of H. 

According to Lemma 5.9, this path contains any path-forest of total length
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n and c components in a way that each class of the partition of H  is 

intersected at least c/lp  =  2Ipkp + 2kp + 1 times. For each of these path 

forests F, Lemma 5.10 guarantees a graph Gp < H  such that (p(Gp) =  F. 

Since V  is hereditary, Gp G V  for all such path forests F. Now let T  be 

the collection of all labeled path forests with n vertices and c components. 

With our choice of n, Lemma 5.15 says \F\ > Bn, and, by Lemma 5.11, 

\Pn\ > \J-\i since each graph in T  is the image of some unique graph in 

V n under ip. □

The proof for when kp = oo involves case analysis of the structures 

that might occur and an application of the results of Section 5.3. Note 

that, both by a theorem of [11] and independently by the theorem below, 

kp = oo implies \Pn\ >

T heorem  5.17. Let V  be a hereditary property. If kp = oo then, for n 

sufficiently large, \Pn\ > Bn. Equality holds if and only i fV  = Vci orV^q.

Proof. Fix n. We shall show that \Pn\ > Bn and note the restrictive 

criteria for equality. Let k and r be large enough to guarantee that the 

Ramsey results we apply below hold, and let m > f ( r , r, r), where /(r , r, r) 

is the function from Lemma 5.3.

By the definition of kp , for all k, m, there is a G e V  and X  C V(G) 

such that X  distinguishes m  sets each of order at least k. Let G £ V  be 

such a graph for our choices of k and m. Let X  be a distinguishing set for 

G and Vi, . . . ,  Vm be distinguished sets of order at least k. Let % =  (X, £) 

be the hypergraph defined by 8 = (r^CV*)}- That is, the vertices of T-L are
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(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

(v) (vi) (vii) (viii)

Figure 5.1: The eight possibilities for S  if the hypergraph based on G e ?  

contains an r-star. The grey ovals indicate sets which induce a clique, 

while an empty oval within a grey oval represents an induced independent 

set within an otherwise fully connected group of vertices (i.e. a Túrán 

graph). In each figure, the top vertices are S\ =  {wx,. . . ,  wn} and the 

bottom vertices are 52 =  U\ U I/2 U • • • U Un.

the distinguishing vertices of G and the edges correspond to the subsets 

of X  that create the distinguished partition. Note that % has no multiple 

edges, so \£\ =  m. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, % contains an r-star, r-costar, 

or an r-skewchain. Consider the induced subgraph S' < G corresponding 

to this r-star, r-costar, or r-skewchain.

The graph S' contains a set, X,  of r vertices which distinguish r sets, 

Vi,. . . ,  VT, each of order at least k. As k and r were chosen large enough, 

Theorem 5.4 of Ramsey guarantees that each of X,  V),. . . ,  VT contains ei

ther a large clique or a large independent set. Similarly, Corollary 5.8 guar

antees that among the distinguished sets, ignoring their internal structure, 

there is a large spanning independent set or a large Túrán graph. Thus we 

may choose a distinguishing set S\ C X  so that Si is either I \n or I \n and 

similarly choose distinguished sets U\,.. .  ,Un (subsets, with renumbering
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of the sets V i , , 14) that are either K n or K n uniformly and so that all 

pairs of distinguished sets ((f/j, Uj)) induce either K ntn or K ntn uniformly.

Let S  C S' be the graph corresponding to our choices made above. Its 

distinguishing set is called Si and let S2 = V (S ) \  S i.  Then |Si| = n and 

1̂ 21 =  n2. Further, S± is either K n or K n and S2 is one of K n2, K n2, nKn, 

or nKn = T(n2, n ).

Based on the manner in which S  is created as a subgraph of S', we 

know that the hypergraph based on the distinguishing relationship be

tween Si and 2 is either an n-star, n-costar, or n-skewchain. There are 

24 different possible structures that can be described as above, and V  

must contain an arbitrarily large graph containing one of these structures. 

The 8 possibilities when the hypergraph based on S  is an n-star are shown 

in Figure 5.1; there are similarly 8 possible structures if that hypergraph 

is a costar, and 8 more when it is a skewchain.

If S2 = nKn or nK~n, then C V n or V ^ C V n, respectively, and 

\Pn\ > Bn, since \V^\ = Bn as noted earlier. Note that equality occurs if 

and only if the property is Vci or

Hence we need only consider the cases when S2 = K n2 or K n2. For 

the configurations based on stars, these are the top 4 structures shown 

in Figure 5.1. Considering costars and skewchains, then, there are 12 

possibilities in total to be considered. We may cut this number in half 

by counting the number of labelings of the complementary property “P =  

{G : G £ V}. Clearly \pn\ = \Pn\. Each possible configuration based on 

a star is the complement of a configuration based on a costar, and the 4
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o o • • o

(!)

(ii)

Figure 5.2: The four possibilities for S  if a hvpergraph based on G £ V  

contains an r-skewchain, but the property does not contain Vcj  or its 

complement. The horizontal pairings indicate complementary pairs of 

graphs. The grey ovals indicate sets which induce a clique, while an empty 

oval within a grey oval represents an induced independent set within an 

otherwise fully connected group of vertices (i.e. a Turan graph). In each 

figure, the top vertices are Si =  {wi,. . .  ,vn} and the bottom vertices are

S2 = U0 U Ui u u2 u • • • u un.

remaining configurations based on a skewchain may be paired as shown in 

Figure 5.2, so we need only consider the left partner of each pair in that 

figure. The 2 skewchains and 4 chains give us 6 cases to consider.

In each of the cases, we shall show that \Pn\ > Bn by finding a corre

spondence between subgraphs of S  on n vertices and partitions of [ra].

We describe a function from partitions of [ra] to subgraphs of S  as 

follows, which we will refer to as / .  Call a class of a partition non-trivial 

if it has at least 2 elements; a singleton is a vertex forming a trivial class. 

First order the partition so that the smallest entries of the non-trivial sets 

in the partition occur in increasing order. If S  is not like Figure 5.1(iu), 

I \n < S  and so we map the singletons to isolated vertices. With the non-
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trivial classes, we proceed as follows: the ith set in the partition labels Vi 

and Ui, with receiving the smallest label in the set. For Figure 5.1 (if), 

the singleton labels become labels of vertices in 52 after all of the numbers 

in non-trivial sets have been assigned. The graph associated with the 

partition is then the subgraph induced by labeled vertices. If we show 

that this mapping is a bijection, then we have the desired result. This 

will be our strategy. Given a graph that is the image of a partition of 

[n] under / ,  we shall uniquely reconstruct that partition. In some cases, 

however, we shall need to modify /  before applying this strategy, in others 

we shall enumerate the few exceptions that cannot be reconstructed and 

count them separately. These sub-strategies shall be made clear in the 

cases below.

Case 1. S  is as in Figure 5.1(i).

In this case, the image of any partition is a star forest, and we can 

reconstruct the partition according to its components. As the smallest 

label in a set of the partition always gets mapped to the center of the star, 

no two partitions give the same star forest, so /  is a bijection. Further, 

some labeled star forests (and hence subgraphs of S) are not the images of 

any partition (e.g. the star with center labeled n), so the inequality

is strict.

Case 2. S  is as in Figure 5.1(h ).

To reconstruct the partition, we need consider only non-isolated ver

tices, as isolated vertices must correspond to singletons in the original 

partition. For each non-isolated vertex, we consider the number of max
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imal cliques that it is a member of, where by maximal clique we mean a 

clique that is not a proper subset of any clique. If each of these vertices is 

in only one maximal clique, then this graph is the image of a partition with 

only one non-trivial set. Otherwise, all vertices that are members of only 

one maximal clique are the smallest elements of their set in the partition, 

and the clique partition of the graph that they induce is the partition that 

yielded the graph. Once again we may find subgraphs of S  that are not 

the images of any partition. Indeed, any labeled subgraph of S  with more 

than one maximal clique that gives the label n to some non-isolate that is 

in only one maximal clique (some element of that clique must be in more 

than one maximal clique) is not the image of any partition. Therefore, 

the inequality is strict.

Case 3. S  is as in Figure 5.1(m).

To reconstruct the partition, we do the same as in Case 2 in reverse. 

If every vertex is in only one maximal clique, then this graph is the image 

of a partition with at most one non-trivial class, this class having order 

2. Otherwise, the non-trivial component of the graph has at least 4 ver

tices, and the vertices with degree greater than 1 induce a clique. This 

clique is Si, and induces (by neighborhoods) a partition of the graph into 

stars. This, in turn, corresponds to the original partition. Again, many 

subgraphs of S  are missed (e.g. for any k > 1, any labeling of the graph 

consisting of a ¿-clique with a pendant edge and n — k — l  isolated vertices), 

so the inequality is strict.

Case 4. S  is as in Figure 5.1(7u).
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Recall that in this case we use a slightly different definition of /  to 

account for the lack of isolates in S. Here the isolates get mapped to 

vertices in 52 after the labels in the non-trivial parts are mapped. The 

function / ,  defined either way, is not a bijection. However, it is “almost” a 

bijection; we shall isolate those configurations which do not have a unique 

preimage under /  and show that enough subgraphs of S  are not in the 

image of /  to account for the overlap.

We again proceed by identifying the maximal cliques in the graph. 

Note that no vertex of S  is in more than two maximal cliques, so in any 

induced subgraph no vertex is in more than two maximal cliques either. 

Also note that the function /  will always yield a connected graph.

There are no isolated vertices in S, so we cannot immediately identify 

the trivial sets of the partition. If every vertex is in only one maximal 

clique, since the graph is a subgraph of S  it must be a complete graph. 

The graph might be the image of either the discrete or indiscrete partition. 

We shall deal with this case below.

If the graph has more than one maximal clique, then the partition that 

yielded the graph must have at least one non-trivial part that is not all 

of [n]. If the partition has exactly one non-trivial part, then the graph 

will have exactly two maximal cliques. If the partition has at least two 

non-trivial parts, then the graph will have at least 4 maximal cliques.

Suppose the graph has exactly two maximal cliques. Consider the set, 

M, of all vertices appearing in both cliques. There must be a vertex u such 

that one of the two cliques is M U  {w}, where the label on u is smaller
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than any label in iff and iff U {w} corresponds to the non-trivial part 

of the partition that yielded the graph. If one of the cliques has more 

than one element outside of iff, or has an element outside of iff with a 

label larger than one appearing in iff, then u, and hence the partition, is 

uniquely determined. Hence, the only way that iff U {w} is not uniquely 

determined is if iff =  { 3 ,..., n}. Then the partition that yielded the graph 

is either {{1, 3 ,4 ,. . . ,  n}{2}} or {{2 ,..., n}{l}}. This is the second case 

of two partitions yielding the same graph, and shall again be dealt with 

below.

As noted above, if the graph has more than two maximal cliques, 

it has at least 4, and the partition that yielded it has at least two non

trivial parts. Any vertex corresponding to an element in a non-trivial part 

appears in two maximal cliques: Si or S2 and the clique corresponding to 

its part in the partition. Hence if a graph has at least 4 maximal cliques 

and some vertex appears in only one maximal clique, then it corresponds 

to an isolate in the original partition, the maximal clique it is a member 

of is ¿>2, and the partition may be reconstructed according to the cliques 

that intersect ¿>2.

So let us assume that the graph under consideration has at least 4 

maximal cliques and each vertex is in two maximal cliques. Thus the 

partition that yielded it has no singleton sets and is not the indiscrete 

partition.

If the graph contains at least 5 maximal cliques, then, since the graph 

is a subgraph of S, there are 2 non-intersecting cliques which partition
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Figure 5.3: A troublesome configuration for an image under / .

the vertices (each of the other cliques intersect both, but not each other). 

These non-intersecting cliques are S± and 52) and the partition may be 

reconstructed corresponding to the other maximal cliques.

Thus (except for the two cases deferred above) we must only consider 

graphs that have exactly 4 maximal cliques and every vertex in exactly 

two of those. Since there are more than two maximal cliques, the partition 

that yielded the graph must have at least two non-trivial parts, and since 

there are fewer than 5 maximal cliques it must have no more than two non

trivial parts. Hence the partition that yielded the graph must be a two-set 

partition of [n] with no singletons (the latter condition as no vertex is in 

only one maximal clique). Therefore the graph has a clique with only two 

vertices. If only one clique has exactly two vertices, then these correspond 

to the smallest elements of their respective parts in the partition, and we 

may reconstruct the partition according to the other cliques they are in. 

Thus only case left to consider is that shown in Figure 5.3.

Assume here n > 4. Then \U\ > 1 so the vertices of U must have 

come from S2 and X\ must then have come from Si- Hence, the label 

on X\ must be smaller than the label on either X2 or x$. If X\ is only 

smaller than one of them, then the partition is known. For example, if
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label(:r2 < label (sq) but labe^aq) > label (re i), then {{rci, rc3}, {rc2} U U} 

is the original partition. So assume that the label on x \  is smaller than 

the labels on both x2 and x%. Then label(rci)= 1, since all the labels on 

U must be bigger than one of label(rc2) or labe^aq). Similarly, the label 2 

can only occur on rc2 or aq, so without loss of generality the label on rc2 is 

2. Now if the label on x% is not 3, then some vertex in U is 3 and the label 

on x$ is bigger than 3, so again {{rc 1,0:3}, { x 2} UU} must be the original 

partition. If the label on x% is in fact 3, then we cannot be sure whether 

the graph is the image of {{aq, £3}, { x 2}  U U} or {{aq, rc2}, {0:3} U U}. 

These pairs and the two pairs mentioned earlier get mapped to the same 

graph.

So that this will not happen, we shall modify our encoding as fol

lows. Map the partition {{1, 2}, ( 3 , . . . ,  n}} to its image under / ,  but 

map {{1, 3}, (2,4, 5 , . . . ,  n}}, which under /  gets mapped to the same im

age, to the graph in Figure 5.3 so aq is labeled 3, a;2 is labeled 1, and aq 

is labeled 2. This latter graph is not the image under /  of any partition, 

as the label on a;i is not smaller than that on x2 or x%. Similarly, we map 

the indiscrete partition as usual but the discrete partition to the graph in 

Figure 5.3 so that x\ is labeled n, x2 is labeled n — 1, and x$ is labeled 

n — 2. Map {{1, 3 ,4 ,. . . ,  n}{2}} to its normal image under /  but map 

{{2,...,n } { l} }  to the same graph (an n — 2 clique with two pendant 

vertices) with the pendant vertices labeled n and n — 1. Once again, this 

latter graph is not the image of any partition, as may be seen by the argu

ments in the paragraph discussing that case. This new function is clearly
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invertible.

Again, we have missed many graphs, including any graph isomorphic 

to that in Figure 5.3 where {xi,X 2 ,x%} is labeled from any set other than 

{1,2,3} or {n — 2 , n— l ,n} (among others). Hence the inequality is strict.

Case 5. S  is as in Figure 5.2(i).

We shall refer to the labeling described in the caption. To reconstruct 

the partition, we consider simply the degrees of the vertices. All vertices of 

degree 0 are singletons in the original partition. If a vertex has degree 1, it 

is either in Ui or is vp, where p is the number of parts in the partition (that 

is, the last of the vertices in Si). In the latter case, the last non-singleton 

set in the partition must have exactly two elements.

We may determine which vertices belong to U± as follows. If any pair 

of vertices with degree 1 have a common neighbor, then they are both in 

Ui and their common neighbor is v±, and its neighbors of degree 1 consti

tute U±. We may completely reconstruct the partition by considering the 

neighbors of v± of degree 2. These constitute U2 and their common neigh

bor other than v± is u2. We may continue in this fashion to reconstruct 

all sets Ui and thus determine the original partition.

If no pair of vertices with degree 1 has a common neighbor, then there 

can be at most two vertices of degree 1. If there is only one of degree 1, 

this must be the entirety of Ui, its neighbor is Vi, and we may proceed as 

above. Otherwise there are exactly two vertices with degree 1 (and the first 

and last non-trivial set in the partition each have exactly two elements). 

Call these vertices x and y, and their neighbors x' and y', respectively.
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Then either the label on x is bigger than the label on x' and x' is v±, or 

the label on y  is bigger than the label on y', and y' is V\. Once we have 

identified v±, we may proceed as above to reconstruct the partition. Note 

that the possibilities for x and y  above are exclusive. We may construct a 

class of labeled graphs that are not the images of any partition, and thus 

obtain a strict inequality, by considering the last case and, for example, 

labeling two vertices of degree 1 with labels 1 and 2.

Case 6. S  is as in Figure 5.2(h ).

We proceed as in the previous case, but, for non-isolates, rather than 

consider the degree of each vertex we consider the number of maximal 

cliques it is in. With this change, the argument is identical, and the same 

type of example described there shows that the inequality is strict. □

Taken together, these results give the following corollary, the goal of 

this paper.

Theorem 5.18. I f \Pn\ > fi(1+0(1))"7 then \Pn\ > Bn for all n. Further

more, equality is possible only i fV  = Vci o rV  = V □

In the past, we have sought to give, in addition to bounds on the speed 

of properties, collections of minimal properties that “force” the speed to 

be in the range given. For the penultimate range, this type of result is 

only partially done.

Let G\ be the infinite graph with structure given in Figure 5.1(i), 

i.e. an infinite forest of infinite stars. Similarly, define G2, G:\- •••, G& 

as the infinite graphs corresponding to Figures 5.1(h ), 5.1(m), 5.1(it>),
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5.2(i), and 5.2(n), respectively. Let P(Gj) be the property containing 

all finite induced subgraphs of Gj. Then the proof of Theorem 5.17 

implies that under the hypotheses of that theorem, V  contains one of 

{T’d; ^(G i), P(G2) , .. ■, P(G 6)} or its complement. However, these are 

not the minimal properties for the penultimate range, as it is only when 

kp = oo that we can guarantee the inclusion. It would seem that a char

acterization of minimal properties for k-p < 00 would not have a simple 

representation, although surely there is such a class. This class of minimal 

properties would have to be based on (^-transformations of path forests, 

and we would be happy to see such a result in the future.

The space provided by the strict inequality in Theorem 5.16, which is 

due to Lemma 5.15, does tell us that the very smallest of properties in 

this range, however, do in fact contain one of the properties listed above. 

In particular, if Bn < \Pn\ < y/nBn, then V  must contain one of these 

properties, the upper bound given by the bound on pc(n). This itself may 

be a jump, and further study is warranted.

In fact, it is unclear whether there are jumps within the penultimate 

range at any point between its bounds. This promises to be a rich area of 

research in the future.
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